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4/ Executive Summary
12 / It looks like the expected "recession" is over before it even started: monetary, fiscal stimuli to push economic recovery into Q2
2020, at least - In the July 2019 Capital Observer issue, we looked into the possible case of global and US growth bottoming in Q2 and Q3
this year, respectively. We took the IMF’s word for an H2 recovery because The Capital Observer decided to test the IMF’s thesis of global
GDP bottoming, and subsequently growing, as from the middle of 2019. The theme of moderate global growth, and subsequent rise in
risk assets, is also supported by rising central bank provided liquidity. The G5 aggregate central bank M2 Money supply and balance sheet
has been very supportive of global growth, and the rise in global financial risk assets. . The central banks have gone beyond increasing
global money supply (M2 and Monetary Base) – the major central banks are also easing monetary policy, and have been on the race to
the bottom in lowering policy rates. With the double-barrelled approach of increasing systemic monetary liquidity, and declining costs
of funds, global risk assets should catch massive bids before long. These positive global conditions, described above, have been building
over the past several months, but many investors have likely overlooked these factors as they focus on the falling US and Global PMIs, the
global trade backdrop (as the US-China trade spat shows no signs of immediate solutions), the inversion of global yield curves, and lower
commodity prices. The fact remains that according to almost all surveys, investors are positioned for mid-cycle, others late-cycle and
still others recession, and very few appear prepared for global and US growth over the next 4 quarters. Investors’ fears are undoubtedly
driven by what they believe to be the possible worst case to be brought about by those negative developments. US economic activity is
usually led by a bevy of indicators including the Citigroup Economic Surprise Index and even the S&P 500 Index. All of these lead indicators
have already been on the upswing, which makes likely a Q3 2019 US GDP higher than that of Q2. Finally, fiscal policy is again coming to
the rescue of the economy and the financial markets. Spending and borrowing have been great for economic growth and the financial
markets. So all that money being thrown on the economy should charge up US GDP growth.
18 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Equities should continue to climb a wall of worry - Year to date, equity markets have climbed a wall
of worry. Many of them have since recuperated much of their 2018 sell-off. Despite this strong performance, many residual risks are
still present, or only starting to fade. Hence, the market positioning is still very defensive, and the defensive sell-off / cyclical rally that
we saw last week could be just the beginning of a larger move, from defensives to cyclicals, as these residual risks continue to dissipate
and cyclicity re-accelerates. Time-wise, we may still see a last period of retracement on equities into late September / early October and
Defensive assets/sectors may attempt a slight comeback. But from the start of Q4, we then expect a strong cyclical equity rally into early
next year, perhaps extending into the Spring.
25/ The bond market “massacre” explained by liquidity developments in late August: what to expect next in the bond market and
equities - The last time The Capital Observer discussed US bond yields and the yield curve (in the August 2019 issue), we warned in the
headline: “The market panics over yield curve inversion, rush headlong into defensive assets: this strategy is in its last inning; there’s danger of being trampled by exiting Money Managers”. And indeed, the unwind was a sight to behold. Citi, on September 14, described the
event better than anyone else: “. . . the momo (momentum) massacre that swept across markets over the past three days has made sure
that anyone who had market-beating profits as recently as the start of the month, is now red for the year!”. It was a financial massacre of
Money Managers who overstayed the long bond momentum trade. In the last issue of The Capital Observer, we demonstrated the risk of
overstaying safe haven trades by highlighting the fact that cyclicals will soon overtake defensives, following the improvements in the Citi
Economic Surprise Index (CESI). We illustrated that incipient risk by showing the performance of cyclical over defensives at that time. We
also suggested that “commodity-based strategies, which play-off defensives (proxy: Gold) against cyclicals (Crude Oil, Silver), are providing
similar messages. We considered that it was time to start favouring Crude Oil and Silver over Gold. It also became more obvious by early
September that the dire conditions that precede a recession (the rationale for all that bearish talk) were already on to a remarkable recovery at that time. The key driver to this shift in market tone in early September was the sudden reversal in the direction of bond yields.
Many explanations have been forwarded for this shift, but the most direct and most cogent rational can be found in the shift in systemic
liquidity conditions after the US debt ceiling crisis has passed, and the US Congress and the US Treasury/Mr. Donald Trump agreed on
resumption of spending protocols. A massive, pent-up slew of Treasury debt issuance and subsequent spending over the next few months
should unleash a massive bid on risk assets. A Q4 rally in stocks and rates will not be denied this year.
29 / Timing and Tactical Insight - The FED, yield curves, inflation expectations and the US Dollar - The sell-off in yields at the beginning
of August was due to a FED, which was not so dovish, while the Trade War between the US and China was ramping up again. Flight to
safety then reached its climax. The Trade War has since dissipated, and yields and risk assets have bounced. Going forward, our graphs
could still suggest a short period of retracement on rates, and some retracement on risk-assets into late Q3 / early Q4. The FED may well
push another 25bps insurance cut. Following that, from October, we expect yields to rise into early / Spring next year, as the economy
gradually improves and the FED remains mildly accommodative. Risk assets should rise, Oil should rise, Inflation expectations could rise.
The Dollar should remain strong during this period, probably into Q1 next year at least, or as long as the rise in inflation expectations
doesn't overtake the rise in the US to Europe interest rate differential.
35 / China may still stagnate up to the year-end, but growth due to appear by early 2020; the TSF remains as reliable indicator of
Chinese activity - Over the years, we provided a long presentation about Total Social Financing and the power it has to project the course
of growth and economic activity in China in the last 9 quarters to prove a point -- TSF will remain a reliable “forecaster” of what will likely
happen in China in the near-term. The TSF is derived from the changes in China’s government expenditures, and so the combination provides a window into the process which stems from China’s fiscal policy, through the TSF, and to the monetary aggregates and economic
activity. At this stage, monetary aggregates are responding higher after the TSF reversed to the upside a few months ago. But we expect
the TSF to have a last setback over the next few months, and that should stunt whatever initial “green shoots” that may appear from the
recent upturn in monetary aggregates and in the Citi economic surprise index. That will likely be ascribed to the trade spats that China
and US are having at this time, and the consequential slowdown in industry. But the reality is that the systemic liquidity situation in China’s
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5/ Executive Summary
economy is still very low – the economy is simply being starved of monetary grease. We expect monetary aggregates and economic activity to decline again during Q4 this year, which may hit bottom by year-end. The outlook for industrial production is not very encouraging
in the short-term – it is already heading lower following the expected trend of the TSF until year end. Nonetheless, by early next year the
TSF should rise again and there should be relative fast growth during H1 2020. One big beneficiary should be commodities, especially the
base metals, which are still needed by the country to sustain structure spending.
39 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Too many uncertainties to Overweight China for now - The Shanghai Composite is in a triangular price
configuration and for now still below its 3’200 resistance (which is slightly below where price topped out last April). Although our projections on the Shanghai Composite are rather positive, we would really need to see an strong upside breakout over the next few months to
confirm our bullishness. Indeed, related trades offer a more contrasted picture: the Yuan, other Emerging markets equities or currencies,
or the ratios of Chinese equities vs the S&P500 all point to a slight short term bounce, towards late Q3 / early Q4, perhaps into mid Q4,
but following that, they all seem to resume their downtrend quite strongly into Spring, perhaps even Summer next year. Hence, for now,
we believe they are still too much uncertainties to Overweight China as an investment theme.
44 /Gold faces massive repricing as global, US and EU growth starts to take hold - At Gold started to catch a serious bid in early February this year, when bond yields started to fall sharply as economic news flow started to become unfavourable. The evidence lies in
the way Gold and the US Dollar (DXY) went up together when economic activity started to surprise to the downside (proxy: Citi Economic
Surprise Index). Normally, the DXY is antithesis to Gold, and the covariance is normally negative. But Gold, and the DXY, have become
safe havens along with bonds, as yields plummeted sharply. Meanwhile, developments in Europe bond markets were also impacting
gold prices positively. The trend towards negative interest rates was gaining momentum. In a stunning display of what we consider to
be collective insanity, the amount of outstanding government debt with negative yields to maturity hits a new record high of $13 trillion
in what appears to be a great hurry. Buying debt securities with a negative yield is a trade that relies on the presence of other investors
remaining at the other end of the trade to become profitable. Other investors, not wanting to be locked in this “greater fool theory” situation went either for still-positively yielding US bonds or for gold. The stunning tight covariance of gold to EUR-denominated debt suggests
that a great number of European investors opted for the sense of “relative” stability provided by gold. However, there has been a large
recovery in bond yields in the recent three weeks, as economic surprises in the US continue to pile up, as shown by the Citi Economic
Surprise Index (CESI). That has caused yields to back up higher, and Gold prices were smacked down, in return. The lead of the CESI over
bond yields is significant, so it is likely that Gold prices have to recede further as US economic conditions improve. In a broader analysis,
Gold reacts to global growth inversely; stronger global growth weakens Gold prices, and weaker global growth provides lift to the yellow
metal’s prices. There has been a decently long sequence of positive global growth surprises in the US, the Eurozone, and in the globe in
general, in recent weeks. Given the likelihood that bond yields should be rising soon, gold prices are due for a massive repricing lower.
We combined global growth data with what we are seeing in US economic activity and came out with a scenario: gold prices will likely
be below $1,200 by Q2/Q3 2020.
47 / Timing and Tactical Insight - Has the 2019 Gold rally already started to reverse down? - Both our Weekly and Daily graphs seem
to suggest that we are currently reaching important intermediate tops on Gold (in USD or EUR). These could trigger a 3 to 6 months
retracement period to the downside into early next year, perhaps next Spring. We are still uncertain however if these intermediate tops
are already behind us (early September top) or if the current rally may extend slightly further into Q4. While the Copper to Gold ratio still
seems quite weak and could continue to slide for another month or two justifying that Gold continues to outperform more cyclical metals,
the ratio of Gold vs the S&P500 appears to be already reversing to the downside. Goldmines also seem to be reversing. Finally, the Silver
to Gold ratio, which is usually very strong towards the end of any precious metals rally, does seem to have spiked early September and it
has since lost its upside momentum. Any further drop would confirm its reversal and hence the reversal of Gold and most Gold related
assets.
53 / Splicing the markets - Relative strength in developed markets - US markets have been pro-cyclical over the last 3 years, usually outperforming in periods of economic and equity market strength. Yet, this relationship may be shifting, especially when considering that the
FED is now cutting rates rather than hiking them. This environment is typically late cycle, when the rest of the World outperforms the US
as the FED turns more dovish. Yet, we believe that we are still in a transitory period towards this stage, and that over the next 6 months,
the FED may pause in its rate cutting efforts (probably following a second insurance cut in September). Hence, short term, we expect a
brief period of US underperformance / European outperformance into early/mid Q4. Then, the US could outperform again into early next
year. Bottom line, we are rather neutral over the next 6 months on the US to Europe ratio as well as on both regions vs the MSCI World.
Japan, on the other hand, may show more differentiation. It probably underperforms in US Dollar terms into late Q1 as the Yen weakens,
yet hedged for currency risk, it should outperform the MSCI World during this period. This is rather risk-ON.
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Last month, when we published on the 15th of August we expected that by late Q3, at the latest Q4, US Cyclicity could start
to stabilize and recover, while Bond yields should finally bottom out and Gold could start to retrace down. Shorter term, we
expected another few weeks of downside retesting towards late August / September on equity markets and Cyclical themes
such as Oil or cyclical and value sectors vs their market indexes. Finally, we expected Defensive assets such as Gold and
Treasuries or defensive sectors vs the general market to extend slightly higher into late August, perhaps early September.
All these projections, calling for a theme reversal from Defensives to Cyclicals towards late August / September were very
correct, although the reversal did start to materialize towards the early end of our expected timeframe, i.e. late August /
early September.
Going forward, we believe that the current risk assets and cyclical rally could see a short retracement period towards
late September / early October. Defensive sectors and defensive assets such as Gold and Treasuries could attempt a last
comeback (although probably weak, without new highs), while Defensive currencies such as the Yen and the Swiss Franc
could also bounce. Yet, the great stampede towards Defensive assets is now most probably over, and we would be buyers
of the upcoming dips on cyclical assets over the coming weeks. Indeed, the recent “Momo” and Defensive sell-off, or even
today's upside break-out in Oil prices following the attack on Saudi Oil facilities over the weekend, may be eye openers for
many. Yet, put into perspective, they are both part of the rotation we expect(ed) towards Cyclical assets and which should
gather further steam over the next few months.
Hence during Q4, we would expect yields to continue their rebound. Credit should outperform while duration suffers.
On the equity front, Cyclical sectors such as Industrials or Energy as well as Value themes should lead the way up. Natural
resources could follow with a lag. On the macro side, the Citi Economic Surprise index should continue to improve, while
Central Banks continue their double-barreled approach of increasing monetary supply and lowering policy rates. In first
instance, developed markets should outperform, probably into year-end / early next year. Indeed, following a short set-back
into late September / early October, the US Dollar probably remains strong into early next year, while Chinese growth, on
the other hand, could see a last setback into year-end as industrial production continues to decrease along with systemic
liquidity. As for Commodities, Oil should lead the way up into year-end, Industrial metals could follow with a lag, while Gold
corrects down, towards its previous resistance around 1’350 - 1’300 USD/oz according to our technical models and perhaps
even to below 1’200 USD/oz according to our macro analysis. Finally, long term equity to bond ratios in the US and Europe
seem to suggest that the upcoming risk-On environment could extend well into 2020.

Main Equities & Government Bonds
Main Asset Allocation Drivers

Main
Equities

US

Europe
EuroStoxx50
EMs
MSCIEM USD
US10Y

European Equity markets could still retrace
down over the next couple of weeks, but
should then start accelerating up towards
year-end.

The uptrend on European Equities probably continues into early / Spring next
year. The EuroStoxx 50 could reach back
above its 2017 and 2015 highs by then
(3’700 -4’000 range).

Emerging Markets are probably also resuming their uptrend, athough we would also
expect a few weeks of retracement into late
September/ early October.

Emerging markets could continue to
bounce into early Q1, yet on a relative
basis, our graphs suggest that they
could underperform developed ones into early / Spring next year.

US Treasury yields recently bounced from US Treasury yields should continue to
Oversold conditions. Although they may re- bounce into early, perhaps Spring next
trace down over the next few weeks, we be- year.
lieve that they have started to reverse up.

Bond prices
Germany 10Y
Bund prices
Legend:

3 to 6 months ahead

US Equity markets could still retrace down The uptrend on US Equities probably
over the next couple of weeks, but should continues into early / Spring next year.
then start accelerating up towards year-end. The S&P500 may reach towards 3’200
by then.

S&P500

Treasuries

Next 2 months

Strong Underweight

German Bund yields recently bounced from
Oversold conditions. Although they may retrace down over the next few weeks, we believe that they have started to reverse up.

Underweight

Neutral

German Bund yields should continue to
bounce into early next year. Their long
term downtrend seems strong and we
hence expect this bounce to be weaker
than in the US.

Overweight

Strong Overweight

Main Equities
World markets
p 18-19

Main Regional picks
p 53-54

Following their strong early August sell-off and the subsequent rebound during late August
and early September, Global equity markets are now probably back in a medium to long
term uptrend, which could see them make new highs towards early, perhaps Spring next
year. Short term, the current rally looks stretched and we would expect a couple of weeks of
consolidation into late Q3 / early Q4.
US markets have been strong outperformers over the last few years. Yet, they do seem to be
reaching an intermediate top vs the MSCI World. Concomitantly, Europe is rather Oversold.
We hence expect a bounce of Europe vs the US and vs the MSCI World during Q4, although
we do not believe it will be long lasting. Hence, for the coming months, we are rather neutral
on both regions against each other and vs the MSCI World. Considering Japan, we believe
it may outperform over the next 3 to 6 months in local currency. Indeed, we expect the Yen
to weaken towards year-end and early next year, which usually benefits the Japanese export
driven economy. In US Dollars, this outperformance will probably be fully compensated by
the drop in the Yen we expect.
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Emerging markets
p 43

Emerging Markets still seem Oversold vs Developed ones and indeed, they have been
bouncing since early August. Yet, our Weekly relative graphs leave little scope for a sustainable
rebound as according to them, Emerging Markets should continue to underperform from
early Q4 into year-end. Similarly, China looks promising on an absolute basis, yet less so vs
the S&P500.

Volatility

Volatility may bounce again over the next couple of weeks, yet medium to long term, it still
seems to be downtrending, probably towards early / Spring next year.

Government Bonds
US & European Benchmarks US Treasury and German Bund yields were very Oversold and have started to bounce.
Although some retracement of the recent rebound is possible into late September / early
p 29-30

October, generally, we expect 3 to 6 months of upside correction on yields. US10Y Treasuries
should reach back up into the low 2% and perhaps even towards the mid/high 2% if the
US10Y yield manages to break above its 2.1% resistance. Bund yields may also bounce during
Q4 and perhaps into Q1, yet to a lesser extend.

Equity to Bond Ratios, Fixed Income Dynamics & Commodities
Main Asset Allocation Drivers

Equity / Bonds

Next 2 months

3 to 6 months ahead

US

US Bond to Equity ratios have probably started to reverse up. They could still retrace
slightly into late September / early October
before resuming higher into Q4.

From Q4, US Equity to Bond ratios could
continue higher for several quarters as US
Equity markets push higher and Bonds correct down.

Europe

European Bond to Equity ratios have probably started to reverse up. They could still
retrace slightly into late September / early
October before resuming higher into Q4.

From Q4, European Equity to Bond ratios
could continue higher for several quarters
as European Equity markets push higher
and Bonds correct down.

Duration

The US Yield Curve spreads have started to
bounce in August, yet may still see some retracement into late September / early October.

The US10Y-3Y spread may finish its rebound towards year-end / early Q1, while
the more cyclical US3Y-US3M spread may
continue higher into Spring 2020.

Credit

Credit spreads are back in a downtrend, al- Credit spreads should continue lower tothough a slight bounce is still possible to- wards early / Spring next year.
wards late September / early October.

TIPs/Treasuries

Inflation expectations have probably re- The TIPs vs Treasury ratio then probably
versed up, but may take until October to real- continues to bounce into early / Spring
ly start accelerating up.
2020.

Oil

Oil was meant to reverse up late Q3, and this Oil then continues higher towards Spring
weekend’s Saudi attack may have kick-started next year at least and probably tests in
this recovery. Some retracement is still possi- 2018 highs.
ble though until this month’s end.

Industrial metals

Industrial metals have reversed up in August, Industrial metals should then continue to
yet some retracement is still expected into bounce into early next year, yet they may
early Q4.
lag other cyclical commodities such as Oil.

Gold

Gold has probably started to reverse down. Gold could retrace down into early / Spring
Last upside retests are possible over the next next year and towards the 1’350-1’300
couple of weeks before it continues lower USD/oz range.
into Q4.

Legend:

Strong Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong Overweight

Equity to Bond Ratios
US & Eurozone Market
p 21

Equity to Bonds ratio in the US and Europe are probably back in an uptrend, which could last
into next Spring and potentially even into next Summer. We believe these last cycle uptrends
on the ratios correspond to a last economic “Indian Summer” before more difficult times
materialize towards late 2020 and 2021.

Fixed Income Dynamics

Duration (10Y - 3Y/3M)
p 29 - 31

The middle portion of the US yield curve (US10y-US3Y) seems to follow market anticipations
around FED rate cuts/hikes. The spread may bounce until year-end as anticipations of “insurance
cuts” continues. Yet, thereafter, during H1 2020, it may flatten again (invert again ?) as the
cyclical recovery we expect implies that the FED could refrain from cutting further. Late cycle
flattening / inverting spreads are often accompanied by last runs up in risk assets. The front
end of the curve, i.e. US3Y-US3M spread, is more cyclical as it is more closely linked to inflation
expectations. It could extend its bounce into Q1 and perhaps Spring next year. Anyhow, Duration
should be correcting down over the 3 to 6 months along with the bounce in yields we expect.
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Credit

We expect Credit markets to continue their recovery from the lows made late last year, probably into
early /Spring next year. Spreads should hence continue to drop even as yields rebound.

Rate Differentials
p 34

The US rate differential vs the rest of the world is probably starting to reverse up and the subsequent
rebound we expect could last into early / Spring next year. It should support the US Dollar, at least as
long as Inflation Expectations don’t accelerate up.

Tips
p 32

The TIPs / Treasury inflation breakeven ratio may have started to bounce, yet our Weekly graph
suggest some downside retesting into Q4. Hence, although we expect inflation expectations to follow
other cyclical metrics higher in their rebound, they may lag other cyclical indicators.

Commodities
Oil
p 22, 33, 43

Oil was meant to resume its uptrend on both our Daily and Weekly graphs during late Q3 and early
Q4, probably towards early / Spring next year. The attack on Saudi Oil facilities this weekend may have
kick-started this new uptrend, although some retracement is still possible until this month’s end.

Industrial metals
p 43, 50

Industrial metals and Copper started to bounce late August along with other risk assets, yet on a
relative basis they still appear quite weak vs Gold or vs more cyclical Commodities such as Oil. We
hence expect Copper and other industrial metals to lag in the forthcoming cyclical recovery we expect.

Gold & PMs
p 47-48, 50, 52

Gold, following 12 months of recovery, turned stampede, is probably on the verge of confirming an
intermediate top. We now expect it to correct down into early, perhaps Spring next year. Our Weekly
C Corrective targets to the downside would suggest initial retracement potential towards the 1’350
– 1’300 USD/oz range.

Agriculture

Agriculture Commodities are bouncing slightly as US-China tensions have recently eased (China just
dropped additional tariffs on US agricultural products as a sign of goodwill). However, the downtrend
on Agricultural Commodities seems to resume during Q4, potentially into next Spring. This may be due
to the stronger US Dollar we expect until then.

Foreign Exchange
3 to 6 months ahead

Next 2 months

USD vs

EUR vs

EUR

EUR/USD may till attempt to bounce into late Septem- EUR/USD then probably resumes lower again, into
ber / early October, although with limited scope (poten- early next year and could move towards 1.05.
tially into the 1.12 – 1.13 range).

GBP

The current bounce on GBP/USD should die out be- GBP/USD then resumes lower towards early next
tween now and early October in the 1.25 – 1.28 range. year and probably back to its previous lows around
1.20 (perhaps towards 1.17).

JPY

USD/JPY may retest down into late September / early From early Q4, USD/JPY then reverses up into yearOctober, probably back into the 106 -103 range.
end and early next year, probably into its previous
112-113 range.

CHF

USD/CHF may retest down into late September / early From early Q4, USD/CHF then reverses up into
October, probably back into the 0.97 – 0.95 range.
year-end and early next year, probably into its
previous highs towards 1.02.

GBP

EUR/GBP could continue to consolidate, yet probably From early/mid Q4, EUR/GBP probably resumes
holds support around 0.88 – 0.87.
higher into year end, yet uncertainty is quite high
as the Brexit process is still the main driver for the
pair.

JPY

EUR/JPY probably retests down towards its recent lows From early/mid Q4, EUR/JPY probably attempts to
into late September / October, towards 117 – 116.
bounce towards year-end and towards the higher
end of its recent range (120 – 122).

CHF

EUR/CHF probably retests down towards its recent lows From early/mid Q4, EUR/CHF probably attempts to
into late September / October, towards 1.08.
bounce towards year-end and towards the higher
end of its recent range (1.11 – 1.12).

GBP vs JPY
CHF

Legend:

The recent rebound in GBP/JPY probably dies out soon, From early/mid Q4, GBP/JPY probably attempts to
and the pair retests down to its recent lows ( 129-127 bounce again as the Yen weakens. Brexit is still a
range).
huge uncertainty factor for the fate of GBP.
The recent rebound in GBP/CHF probably dies out soon, From early/mid Q4, GBP/CHF probably attempts to
and the pair retests down to its recent lows ( 1.17-1.18 bounce again as Swiss Franc weakens. Brexit is still
range).
a huge uncertainty factor for the fate of GBP.

Strong Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong Overweight
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US Dollar
p 34, 41

The US Dollar may have entered a shallow intermediate correction to the downside which may last into late
September / early October. The Dollar Index could revisit its corrective range on our Daily graphs around the
97.5 – 96.5 range.

Euro

EUR/USD probably remains slightly risk-off for now, despite its recent bounce since early September while
risk assets were rallying. We hence expect it to attempt a bounce to the upside once again, although without
much scope, perhaps towards the 1.12 – 1.13 range. Following that, it probably resumes lower into the Fall
and towards early 2020 (we still believe the US Dollar is more pro-cyclical and may benefit from the rebound
in yields we expect, i.e. rising US to Europe interest rates differential). EUR/CHF probably retests down into late
September / October and then bounces towards year-end and the 1.11 – 1.12 range.

Yen

USD/JPY probably retraces down over the next few weeks into late September / October. Then, it probably
reverses up as the risk assets rally is confirmed, potentially towards year-end and early 2020. It may reach back
towards its previous range around 1.11 – 1.12. EUR/JPY probably also retests down over the next few weeks
towards its recent lows, but then also resumes higher into year-end and early next year.

Sterling

Sterling continues to be very sensitive to any news around the Brexit process. In the meantime, we believe
that the current rebound probably dies out over the next few weeks in the 1.25 – 1.28 range. Cable then
resumes lower towards year-end as the US Dollar strengthens again. Potentially, new challenges may also arise
in the Brexit process. Vs Eur, we expect it to trade sideways over the next few weeks until early Q4. Following
that, GBP probably weakens vs EUR again, yet the level of uncertainty remains quite high given that the pair is
very much influenced by the Brexit process.

Oil &
Commodities
currencies

Following their recent rebound, Commodity currencies (our equal weighted portfolio containing AUD, BRL,
CAD, NOK, NZD, RUB, CLP and ZAR) will probably see a downside retest vs the USD and the EUR over the next
few weeks, potentially into late September and October. Hence, any cyclical recovery from Q4 will probably
be led by developed markets rather than Commodity producing regions.

Asian
currencies

Our Asian Growth equal weighted portfolio (CNY, INR, KRW, THB and TWD) are also currently rebounding
vs the USD and the EUR. This rebound seems to persist slightly longer vs USD, potentially towards early
Q4. Following that, Asian Growth currencies could resume their downtrend vs the US Dollar towards early
next year. Inversely it seems, Asian Growth currencies could see a short retracement period vs the EUR over
the next few weeks, yet seem to remain quite strong vs it towards year-end and early next year. This would
confirm our bearish bias on EUR/USD from Q4 into Q1.

p 49

p 40-41

Equities Markets Segmentation
Core Sector Weightings

3 to 6 months ahead

Next 2 months

We would remain rather neutral until late We would continue to Overweight cyclical
September / early October, but would sector into year-end and early 2020, yet
then Overweight Cyclical sectors vs Defen- probably gradually add Technology
sive ones.

US Sectors - S&P500
(general comment)

Sectors

Proxy ETF
symbols

Benchmarkweights

Technology

XLK

21%

Healthcare

XLV

15%

Financials

XLF

14%

Discretionary

XLY

10%

Communication

XLC

10%

Industrials

XLI

10%

Staples

XLP

7%

Energy

XLE

6%

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight
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3 to 6 months ahead

Next 2 months
European Sectors - Europe Stoxx 600
(general comment)

We would remain rather neutral until late
September / early October, but would
then Overweight Cyclical sectors vs Defensive ones.

Sectors

Index
symbols

Benchmarkweights

Strong
Underweight

Banks

SX7P

13%

Industrials

SXNP

12%

HealthCare

SXDP

11%

Pers. & HH Goods

SXQP

9%

Food & Beverage

SX3P

7%

Insurance

SXIP

6%

Energy

SXEP

6%

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

We would continue to Overweight cyclical
sector into year-end and early 2020, yet
probably gradually add some Insurance
companies
Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Main Sectors Allocation
p 20, 22-24
Please read the detailed allocation comments in our time frame boxes above.
Our allocations above are valid from late September / early October when we would expect a possible Buy the Dips
opportunity. Indeed, until then, risk assets may see a short period of retracement following their recent rally. Defensive
sectors may also make a short comeback vs Cyclical ones.
From early Q4, we then expect Cyclical sectors to outperform and Defensive ones to underperform.
During mid/late Q4, we would also start adding less pro-cyclical, more high beta themes such as US technology. We also think
European Insurance could be an interesting bet.

Countries allocation
Next 2 months

Core Countries Weightings
All World Country Index
Currency hedged (general comment)

Countries

Index
symbols

Benchmarkweights

US

S&P 500 52%

Canada

TSX

3%

Europe

SXXP

21%

-UK

FTSE

6%

-France

CAC40

3%

-Germany

DAX

3%

-Switzerland

SMI

3%

Japan

N225

8%

China

MSCICN

3%

3 to 6 months ahead

Following a short retracement period on From mid Q4, we may add some US to the
riskier regions until late September / early mix due to the strong USD we expect.
October, we would Overweight pro-cyclical
France and Germany as well as Japan during Q4.
Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight
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Main Country Allocation
p 39, 54-55

Please read the detailed allocation comments in our time frame boxes on the previous page.
Our table above are valid from early October as we expect a few weeks on retracement of the recent rally into late September.
During this short period, defensive regions such as Canada or Switzerland may made a short comeback.
Following that, from early October, we would Overweight cyclical themes such as Germany or France. Japan may also start
to outperform in local currency as the Yen tops out and starts to weaken.
During mid/late Q4, we would gradually start Overweighting the US. We would underweight China which we believe could
lag in the cyclical rally we expect into Q1 2020 as we expect the US Dollar to start accelerating higher again, and.
Note: the country and regional allocations in the table above are considered hedged for currency risk, ie. the relative
performances are anticipated in local currency (except for the S&P500 vs the All Country World Index as both are denominated
in US Dollars).

Core factors and Themes
Core Factor/Themes Weightings

Next 2 months

3 to 6 months ahead

General Comment

From late September / early October, From mid Q4, we would gradually add high
we would Overweight Cyclical and Value beta themes to the mix such as the Nasdaq
themes.

Themes

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Strong
Underweight

Underweight

Neutral

Overweight

Strong
Overweight

Nasdaq 100 (vs S&P500)
DJ Industrial (vs S&P500)
Russell 2000 (vs S&P500)
Wilshire REITs (vs S&P500)
US Value (vs US Growth)
Southern EuroZone (vs Stoxx EZ 600)
EuroZone Small Cap (vs Stoxx EZ 600)
Japanese Small Cap (vs N225)
GDX - Goldmines
XME - Diversified Mining

Core factors and Themes
p 32, 42 - 43, 51
The allocations above are valid from late September / early October as in the meantime we expect some retracement of the
recent cyclical rally and perhaps a slight bounce on defensive assets.
From early October, we would Overweight all cyclical and value themes such as the Dow Jones Industrials, the Russell 2000,
US Value or Diversified Mining. We would underweight US Defensive themes such as REITs or Goldmines, or Japanese Small
caps which usually underperform vs their large exporting peers once the Yen starts weakening.
During mid/late Q4, we would gradually add some higher beta themes to the mix, such as the Nasdaq.
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12 / It looks like the expected "recession" is over before it even
started: monetary, fiscal stimuli to push economic recovery into
Q2 2020, at least

I

n the July 2019 Capital Observer issue,
we looked into the possible case of
global and US growth bottoming in Q2
and Q3 this year, respectively. This is
what we said then:

T

he Capital Observer’s outlook has
always been that there will be global
growth during the second half of the
year, and that trend will extend into Q2
2020. IMF has provided the broader
rationale for growth; but we have our
own set of reason for optimism during
that period. We needed a real-time
proxy to test whether or not the IMF
has judged the economic backdrop
correctly. It looks like the international
agency has done the analysis well, and
their forecast of a second half global
GDP growth looks spot on.

T

he IMF said in their April 2019
report: Global growth is expected
to soften from 3.6 percent in 2018,
to a projected decline to 3.3 percent
in 2019. However, after the weak H1
2019 start, growth is projected to pick
up in the second half of 2019.

W

e took the IMF’s word for an H2
recovery because the Capital
Observer decided to test the IMF’s
thesis of global GDP bottoming, and
subsequently growing, as from the
middle of 2019. We have previously
created a real-time proxy of global
GDP growth by taking elements from
the German Deutschemark and from
the Hong Kong Dollar. This synthetic
currency has back tested very well, and
has been out-of-sample for more than
five years. It mimics global GDP very
well, and as proxy, it has the advantage
of providing real-time “updates” to
global GDP. We show the results at the
first graph on this page (green line).

W

e took the IMF’s word for an
H2 2019 recovery because the
global GDP proxy did bottom on June
15, 2020, and has been rising since
then, according to our projections for
global growth. The IMF has since then
issued an update in July 2019, saying:

G

lobal growth is forecast at 3.2 go along, and The Capital Observer will
percent in 2019, picking up to provide periodic updates.
3.5 percent in 2020 (0.1 percentage
he theme of moderate global
point lower than in the April WEO
growth, and subsequent rise in
projections for both years)
risk assets, is also supported by rising
he international agency reduced central bank provided liquidity. The
their 2020 growth forecast by 0.1%, G5 aggregate central bank M2 Money
“as the United States further increased supply and balance sheet has been
tariffs on certain Chinese imports and very supportive of global growth, and
China retaliated by raising tariffs on a the rise in global financial risk assets
subset of US imports.” With US President (see 2nd chart bove). The G5 central
Donald Trump and President Xi Jinping banks are the US Federal Reserve Bank
of China set to meet in September, this (FRB), the European Central Bank (ECB),
month, the primary risks to the IMF Bank of Japan (BoJ), The Peoples’ Bank
global growth projections are set to be Of China (PBoC) and the Swiss National
addressed affirmatively. Our global GDP Bank (SNB).
proxy should provide a good read on
what the global outlook will be as we

T

T
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T

hese monetary aggregates usually
lead GDP growth and the price of risk
assets by 5 to 6 quarters. The central
banks have gone beyond increasing
global money supply (M2 and Monetary
Base) – the major central banks are also
easing monetary policy, and have been
on the race to the bottom in lowering
policy rates. The most recent examples
are of course the ECB, which will be on
easing mode over the next 12 months, the
PBoC, which just cut Required Reserve
Ratios to free more cash to be lent out
by commercial banks, and of course the
FRB (Fed) which cut rates in July, and are
expected to cut rates further during their
September meeting next week.

W

ith the double-barrelled approach
of increasing systemic monetary
liquidity, and declining costs of funds,
global risk assets should catch massive
bids before long. Equity prices should
rise smartly, and bond yields should soar.
US risks assets are especially receptive to
monetary inflows from the G5 and FRB
itself (see 1st graph on this page).

A

nd the price/yield of safe haven
bond assets rise/fall when monetary
liquidity levels decline (after a lag). And the
inverse is also true – the price/yield of safe
haven bond assets fall/rise when liquidity
conditions improve (after a lag); see 2nd
graph on this page
factors as they focus on the falling
hat is exactly the reason why at The US and Global PMIs, the global trade
Capital Observer it is imperative for us backdrop (as the US-China trade
to validate the potential for global growth spat shows no signs of immediate
in 2020. Over the past 12 months, global solutions), the inversion of global
equities are up just 1%, the S&P 500 is yield curves, and lower commodity
just up 4%. After the challenges of the prices. The fact remains that according
past year, it is imperative to ask whether to almost all surveys, investors are
conditions are going to get better, or positioned for mid-cycle, others
worse relative to a year ago. We believe late-cycle and still others recession,
that the situation will turn around. and very few appear prepared for
Important asset allocations require a global and US growth over the
prior knowledge of likely global growth next 4 quarters. Investors’ fears are
trends over the next year. That is why we undoubtedly driven by what they
are offering our own rationale for global believe to be the possible worst case
growth during the period from Q3 2019 to be brought about by those negative
developments.
to Q2 2020.

T

T

T
O

he US Manufacturing PMIs have
turned around:

n the heels of rebounds across
various regional Fed surveys,
Chicago's PMI survey rebounded from
recession-signaling lows in July, jumping
from 44.4 to 50.4 (back into expansion)
in August. New orders rose and the
direction reversed, signalling expansion.
Order backlogs also rose and the
direction reversed, signalling expansion.
And business activity has been positive
for 8 months over the past year.

B

ut what if those perceptions are
hese positive global conditions,
wrong, and we can show proxies that
described above, have been building
over the past several months, but many recently negative macro developments
investors have likely overlooked these are on the mend?
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B

ut best of all, the Chicago PMI
teams up with the rising Citigroup
Economic Surprise Index to indicate
the high likelihood of a seeing a
September bottom for the US PMI.
And in addition to that, the combo also
confirms that the bottom of the US GDP
has been seen in Q2 earlier this year.
(see 1st and 2nd graphs on this page)

T

he turn around in the Chicago PMI
also confirms the lead indications
from the internals of the US ISM and
manufacturing output data. If we
juxtapose those internal data with
the upturn in the Philly Fed General
Business Activity Index, which has
Zoomed-in View
bottomed, then we come to conclusion
that the downshift in US manufacturing
output growth is over – the inflection
points higher in the data, and upturn in
the ISM production Index is likely just
a month away. (see 3rd graph on this
page and 1st graph on next page).
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U
T

S economic activity is now Zoomed-in View
on the mend – growth and
manufacturing on the upturn
he CFNAI is a weighted average
of 85 existing monthly indicators
of national economic activity. It is
constructed to have an average value
of zero and a standard deviation of one.
Since economic activity tends toward
trend growth rate over time, a positive
index reading corresponds to growth
above trend and a negative index
reading corresponds to growth below
trend.

I

n its current state, the CFNI is heading
towards neutral, and eventually
a positive reading which suggests
economic growth on the upswing. US
economic activity is usually led by
a bevy of indicators including the
Citigroup Economic Surprise Index and
even the S&P 500 Index. All of these
lead indicators have already been on
the upswing, which makes likely a Q3
2019 US GDP higher than that of Q2.
(see 2nd and 3rd graphs on this page)

Zoomed-in View
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F
F

iscal policy set to reignite the
economy and financial markets

inally, fiscal policy is again coming
to the rescue of the economy and
the financial markets. Think about this:
Trump and the Democrats agreed on a
new, $4.407 trillion 2-year fiscal budget,
which among other things approved
discretionary spending of $160 billion
for each of FYI 2020 and FYI 2021.

T

hat's a lot of discretionary spending
(and a lot of Treasury borrowing).
Spending and borrowing have been
great for economic growth and the
financial markets. That extra $320
billion of discretionary spending will
keep risk assets humming until 2021.
And in the process, all that money
being thrown on the economy should Zoomed-in View
charge up US GDP growth.
(see graphs on this page)
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T
T

he signalling effect of the US yield
curve: the 10yr yield should rise

he inversion of the US front yield
curve (3Yr/10Yr) has been taken
as ill-omen by investors, as a portent
of subsequent recession (after 4 to 5
quarters). Therefore, it follows that a
steepening of the yield curve SHOULD
be taken as positive for growth and
financial assets, and that is happening
at the back-end of the yield curve, in
the 10Yr/30Yr spread. And the good
portents are happening now.

T

he signalling effect of steepening
10y/30 spread on activity, GDP
growth and long rates should be part
of the positive news for the next 3 to
4 quarters. With economic activity
(CFNAI) and GDP set to turn around Zoomed-in View
soon (as soon as September this year),
the 10yr yield should respond to better
economic circumstances -- rising GDP
growth, activity will carve out a bottom
in 10yr yields in Sept 2019.
(see graphs on this page)
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18 / MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT
Equities should continue to climb a wall of worry
Despite all the worries about the ongoing US-China Trade War, a continuous deterioration of economic data in the US, Europe and
China, and a painful Brexit process, so far this year, equity markets have climbed a wall of worry. Most of them have recovered much
of their 2018 sell-off. In this article, we detail why we expect this recovery to continue.

S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

F

ollowing the strong sell-off late last year,
both our oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles) are now back in uptrend sequences
on the Weekly graph of the S&P500. Both suggest that the index probably continues higher
into early, perhaps Spring next year. Shorter
term, our medium oscillators (upper rectangle)
do suggest a short period of retracement that
could still materialize over the next few weeks.
Yet, from early Q4, the S&P500 should then resume higher towards year-end at least. On the
target front (right-hand scale), our I Impulsive
targets to the upside indicate that the index
could reach into the 3’150s over the next few
quarters.

S&P500 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, the S&P500 is also
still in uptrend sequences on both
our oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles). Both suggest that following
a short period of retracement until late
September / early October, the S&P500
should then resume its uptrend towards
year-end. On the target front, our C Corrective targets to the downside (right-hand
scale) suggest corrective risk back below
2’800, possibly below 2’700. Although we
cannot exclude such a drop, the time left
to achieve it is rather short. Looking into
year-end, our I Impulsive targets point to
upside potential towards 3’200.
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EuroStoxx 50 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

S

imilarly, in Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 has staged an impressive recovery since the beginning of the year. It is for now
still shy of its 2017 highs, yet our
I Impulsive targets to the upside (right-hand scale) indicate
that it could make an attempt
above them over the next few
quarters. On the timing front,
both oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles) suggest that
the uptrend may continue until
early / Spring next year. Shorter
term, our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle) point
to a few weeks of retracement
before the uptrend accelerates
up.

EuroStoxx 50 Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

T

he Daily graph of the EuroStoxx is similar to the one on
the S&P500, although the risk
of our C Corrective targets to
the downside is not shown anymore. If we had to, we would
calculate these into the 3’300
– 3’200 range. Such a retracement is still possible, but the
time to achieve it is quite short.
Following that, from late September / early October, both
oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles) suggest that
the uptrend on the EuroStoxx
50 resumes, probably towards
year-end. The I Impulsive potential shown by our targets
to the upside (right-hand scale) is in the 3’580 – 3’770 range, or probably above its 2017 highs.
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US Defensive Sectors vs the S&P500
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

M

irroring the bullish indications on the equity
graph above, the ratio of US
Defensive sectors (we use an
equal weighted portfolio of
Staples, HealthCare, Utilities,
Telecom and Real Estate) vs
the S&P500 index seems to
be resuming its downtrend
on both our oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles).
From early Q4 at the latest,
we then expect US defensive
sector to accelerate lower vs
the S&P500 into early, possibly Spring next year.

European Defensive Sectors vs the Europe Stoxx 6oo Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

S

imilarly, in Europe, European Defensive sectors
(we use an equal weighted
portfolio of Food & Beverage,
HealthCare, Utilities, Telecom
and Real Estate) are also due to
underperform going forward
vs the Europe Stoxx 600 Index. Indeed, following their
recent strong Summer rally,
we expect them to gradually
reverse down on both oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles). From early Q4 at
the latest, their downtrend vs
the EuroStoxx 600 could then
accelerate lower until early /
Spring next year.
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3M Standard & Poors Fut. (Dec) / Treasury Bonds 30 Years Future (Dec)
Bi-Monthly graph or the perspectives over the next 1 to 2 years

G

iven the bullishness we
express above, and the
rebound on yields we expect in other articles of this
issue of The Capital Observer, we believe it is worth
considering the long term
perspectives for the Equity
to Bond ratios. Indeed, these
have been coming down
quite strongly since markets
sold-off late last year. On
this graph comparing the
S&P 500 3M Futures with
the 30Y US Treasury Bond
Futures, we can note that
although the ratio was very
Overbought last year, a new
uptrend sequence seems to be developing on both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles). It could lead the ratio
towards new highs in H2 2020. The corrective period since late 2018 seems almost finished and the inflection point to
reverse back to the upside may be quite near.

Euro Stoxx 50 Future (Sep) / Bund Future (Dec)
Bi-Monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

I

n Europe, the picture comparing the EuroStoxx 50 Futures with the Bund Futures
has been rather sideways
over the last 10 years. Yet,
although the uptrend on the
ratio is less clear than in the
US, the inflection points are
rather similar. Indeed, both
oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles) do suggest that a new uptrend sequence may be underway.
The ratio may indeed find
support over the next
couple of months and start
to move higher towards H2
2020. This would probably
imply quite a strong recovery
in Europe.
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Light Crude Oil, WTI (USD/barrel)
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

R

ising Bond to Equity ratios
in the US and Europe do
point to the likelihood of an
economic recovery (even a late
cycle one). We hence turn to
the long term graph of oil to
confirm this view as such an
economic recovery would certainly boost Oil demand and
hence Oil prices. This graph of
WTI has been correcting down
for more than a year on both
oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles). We expect
it to resume its uptrend soon,
probably towards H2 2020.
The resistance of the upper of
our C Corrective targets to the

upside (right-hand scale), around 80 USD/barrel, could be retested by then.

US Cyclical sectors vs the S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e now turn to US Cyclical sectors vs the
S&P500 Index. The equal
weighted portfolio we use
contains US Industrials, Materials and Energy. It is compared
to the S&P500. Since early
2017, these profiles have sustainably underperformed the
S&P500 as such cyclical plays
often have lower cash flow visibility than the general markets and are hence considered
short duration equity plays.
Indeed, this graph is very similar to the US10Y-US3Y yield
spread graph presented in
another article of this issue of
The Capital Observer. Similarly to it, it seems Oversold on our medium oscillators (upper rectangle) and is probably getting
ready to bounce. Yet, this bounce may be relatively short lived, probably until year-end / early Q1, as shown on both oscillators series (lower and upper rectangles). Following that, we expect US Cyclical sectors to underperform the S&P500
during H1 2020. This does not necessarily mean that these sectors would fall, but simply that they could be giving up the
lead to growth oriented sectors, following their strong re-rating during Q4 this year.
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SOX - Philadelphia Semiconductor Index vs S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

S

ome sectors may present
a bit of both worlds, being
highly cyclical, but rather
Growth than Value. We take
Semiconductors as an example
of such profiles and compare
them here to the S&P500. Our
long term oscillators (lower
rectangles) built a base with
ascending lows this Spring
and could now continue to
move higher towards early
/ perhaps Spring next year.
Our medium ones (upper rectangle) could see a slight retracement over the next few
weeks, but should then accelerate up (i.e. outperform the
S&P500) towards early next year. There is still a bit of price potential left on our I Impulsive targets to the upside (right-hand
scale) and the move looks very dynamic, especially as we are talking about relative performance above the S&P500.

US Financials vs the S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

U

S Financials may also profit from a bounce in yields,
yet compared to other US
cyclical sectors, they appear
rather weak on a relative basis.
Indeed, according to both our
oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles), their ratio vs
the S&P500 may take more
time to find support during
Q4, probably into mid Q4, before a potential bounce finally materializes into Q1. The
downtrend on US Financials vs
the S&P500 is also less Oversold than for other US Cyclicals. This could leave more risk
to the downside. Hence, we
would probably wait for more confirmations into Q4 that the potential economic recovery and bounce in yields, we expect,
are sustainable, before Overweighting them.
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European Cyclical sectors vs the Europe Stoxx 600 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

I

n Europe, the cyclical bounce we
expect is probably also starting to
materialize, at the latest, from early Q4 (the equal weighted portfolio
we use here contains the European
Automobiles, Natural Resources,
Chemicals and Energy sectors). Both
our oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles) do indeed suggest
that this relative bounce could take
place from early Q4 into late Q4
and perhaps early Q1. It probably
corresponds to a strong and rapid
re-rating of European Cyclical sectors, which are very Oversold vs the
market. Following that, European cyclical sectors could start to underperform again vs the Europe Stoxx 600,
probably during much of H1 2020. Yet, on a standalone basis, they will probably continue higher a while longer, just not as strongly
as the general market.

European Banks vs the Europe Stoxx 600 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

F

inally, we look at European Banks
vs the Europe Stoxx 600. Along,
with other cyclical sectors these did
start to bounce quite aggressively last
week, both on an absolute and relative basis. On this ratio, our medium
term oscillators (upper rectangle)
suggest some downside retesting
until early Q4 before a bounce materializes into Q1 next year. On our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle),
the bounce has already started, and
European Banks may now continue
to outperform until early next year.
Our view, is that along with equity
markets, some retracement is still
possible until late September / early October. From then on, equity
markets, as well as highly de-rated sectors such as European Banks, could indeed outperform into early next year.
Concluding remarks:

Y

ear to date, equity markets have climbed a wall of worry. Many of them have since recuperated much of their 2018 sell-off.
Despite this strong performance, many residual risks are still present, or only starting to fade. Hence, the market positioning
is still very defensive, and the defensive sell-off / cyclical rally that we saw last week could be just the beginning of a larger move,
from defensives to cyclicals, as these residual risks continue to dissipate and cyclicity re-accelerates. Time-wise, we may still see
a last period of retracement on equities into late September / early October and Defensive assets/sectors may attempt a slight
comeback. But from the start of Q4, we then expect a strong cyclical equity rally into early next year, perhaps extending into the
Spring.
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25 / The bond market “massacre” explained by liquidity
developments in late August: what to expect next in the bond
market and equities
The last time The Capital Observer Original chart in the August Capital Observer
discussed US bond yields and the yield
curve (in the August 2019 issue), we
warned in the headline: “The market
panics over yield curve inversion, rush
headlong into defensive assets: this
strategy is in its last inning; there’s
danger of being trampled by exiting
Money Managers”.

T

he financial markets have been
panicking following a new inversion
of the yield curves, on the assumption
that the sky is falling, or will soon fall.
The market reaction is typical – we have
been tracking the market for almost
5 decades, and inversion of the yield
curve had always elicited the same
panicky reaction from the market, every
time. But there’s no danger now (see 1st
graph on this page).

T

he current market panic is pervasive,
but it is not unusual. We’ve seen
the same situation happening during
mid-year 1973, year-end of 1978, in the
middle of 1980, to a lesser extent July
1989, in late 2000, and in December of
2006. But this panic scene will quickly
pass – it always had. The current
headlong rush for defensive assets
(bonds, gold, Yen) will quickly dissipate,
because the yield curve inversion does
not last very long – especially with the
current milieu of rising Core CPI.

T

he reckoning will come very soon,
sooner than many investors think
because the US securities drought
(due to the Debt Ceiling Cap), which is
driving the yield inversion, will very soon
end. Therefore, the strategy to load
up on bonds will soon prove counterproductive. Money Managers (Hedge
Funds) have been loading up on long
bond positions, and we just believe that
this focus of HF on bonds will soon reach
an unwind. With such huge positions to
exit from, the counter-move (of rising
yields) should be quite spectacular.

A

nd indeed, the unwind was a sight
to behold. Citi, on September 14,
described the event better than anyone
else: “. . . the momo (momentum)
massacre that swept across markets
over the past three days has made
sure that anyone who had marketbeating profits as recently as the start
of the month, is now red for the year!”

H

ere is how we compare the
massacre in the US bond market
during the first week of September,
relative to what befell the work stock

markets (see 2nd graph on this page,
yields inverted). It was a financial
massacre of Money Managers who
overstayed the long bond momentum
trade; the equivalent stock momentum
trades also got unwound not long after,
but equities fared much better than
bonds.

I

n the August issue of The Capital
Observer, we demonstrated the risk
of overstaying safe haven trades by
highlighting the fact that cyclicals will
soon overtake defensives, following
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the improvements in the Citi Economic
Surprise Index (CESI). We illustrated
that incipient risk by showing the
performance of cyclical over defensives
at that time (see the first updated chart
on this page). The implications of this
illustration is even more compelling
now than it was in mid-August.

W

e
also
suggested
that
“commodity-based
strategies,
which play-off defensives (proxy: Gold)
against cyclicals (Crude Oil, Silver), are
providing similar messages. The time
is nigh to start favouring Crude Oil and
Silver over Gold (see 2nd chart on this
page).” Indeed, the lead of the CESI
should drive home the message hard at
this time (see 3rd chart on this page).

I

t was also very obvious by early
September that the dire conditions
that precede a recession (the rationale
for all that bearish talk) were already
on to a remarkable recovery at that
time. Those conditions have improved
even more, and so we have come to a
conclusion that the feared recession
event will not happen over the next
four quarters. We discussed this in
another article in this issue of the Capital
Observer (“It looks like the expected
"recession" is over before it even started:
monetary, fiscal stimuli to push economic
recovery into Q2 2020, at least”). We
illustrated that theme with the 3rd chart
on this page.

T

he key driver to this shift in market
tone in early September was the
sudden reversal in the direction of
bond yields. Many explanations have
been forwarded for this shift, but the
most direct and most cogent rational
can be found in the shift in systemic
liquidity conditions after the US debt
ceiling crisis has passed, and the US
Congress and the US Treasury/Mr.
Donald Trump agreed on resumption
of spending protocols. Also, Congress
returned to work last week after their
summer vacation. This means that they
can start authorizing spending bills and
also passed the budget deal that was
agreed recently together with a twoyear suspension of the debt ceiling.
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W

ith these protocols back in
place, the Federal Trust funds
drawn down during the debt limit
crisis have been made "whole" again.
Treasury bond sales proceeds from
the previous weeks have been used
to "backfill" the spreadsheet at the
Fed that tracks the Federal Trust
fund accounts. This bond sales income
would normally have been directed at
regular government expenditure, which
is being disbursed out of the Treasury
Cash Balance (TBC) account being kept
at the Fed. Proceeds from current bond
sales can now flow into and charge
up the very depleted Treasury Cash
Balance. This is the bank account at
the Fed which the US Treasury pays
non-banks recipients of government
largesse. The balance is maintained
with Federal tax receipts, and any
shortfall made good with a bond sale.

P

bond yields have to rise. Moreover, the
bond market is extremely familiar with
the seasonal vagaries of the Treasury
Cash Balances, so the market tends to
front run the process by about a week.
The first week of September, therefore,
was ripe for a “perfect storm” of events
which caused the massive reversal of
bond yields to the upside. The nicest
thing about it, is that we have been
pre-warned by the mechanics of
the debt ceiling crisis resolution,
the seasonality of the Treasury Cash
Balance flows, and the proclivity of
the market to front-run the impact
of rising or falling systemic liquidity
provided by the TCB.

rior to first week of September,
in effect, bonds were being sold,
but the proceeds were not flowing
into the broader economy. Therefore,
systemic liquidity was abnormally
tight, and was further exacerbated
by the seasonal bottoming out of the
Treasury Cash Balances, at this time
of the year. The resolution of the
debt crisis cap, and the return of the
Congress from holidays effectively
reversed that artificial cum seasonal
liquidity drought – with spectacular
he general systemic liquidity
negative consequences for many
provided by the TCB will not be
Money Managers who overstayed the
impacted by whatever the Fed will
long bond trade.
decide upon during their meeting this
ight systemic liquidity, as we
coming week. What may be impacted
illustrate in the 1st graph in this
is another source of systemic liquidity
page, makes for significantly lower
that is within the purview of the US
bond yields (on top of the dearth of
central bank – bank reserves and its
securities supply), and ample liquidity
balance sheet. It the Fed decides to
have the opposite effect of raising
lower rates, as we expect, it might just
yields (as securities issuance comes
be by 25 basis points, in which case,
flooding back).
the impact on the future size of bank
hus, the previous Treasury sales reserves may be negligible. But if the
(during the debt ceiling crisis) had Fed uncharacteristically decides to cut
no stimulative effect on the financial by 50 basis points (very low-probability
system until last week. The cascade of in our view), then the spread between
liquidity upon Treasury Cash Balances the interest the Fed pays on reserves
changed the market equation from (IOR) and the subsequent Fed Fund
tight money to easy money, therefore Rates widens.

T

T

T

A

ll other things remaining the same,
assuming that the Fed will not
adjust the IOR, then there will be a
tendency for reserves to rise with the
large reduction in FFR. Rising levels
of bank reserves do NOT increase
systemic liquidity – they in fact reduce
systemic liquidity, as reserves are
impounded at the Fed. Bank reserves
and the Treasury Cash Balance (TCB)
are both liabilities of the Fed, but they
have opposite signs, like yin and yang.
Rising TCB reduces bank reserves
(more systemic liquidity), and vice
versa – and rising bank reserves
happen when the TCB is reduces
(less systemic liquidity). Rising yield
and rallying equities are therefore
associated with rising levels of the
TCB, and the opposite is essentially
true (see 1st graph on the next page).

B

asically, the liquidity outlook
suggests that the Fed will disappoint
the market once again, and therefore
post Sept FOMC, equities and yields
will tend to fall, tending to bottom
in late September - early October.
Money Managers who have not bailed
out during the recent bond market
massacre will have another (probably
last) opportunity to bail out from long
bond positions, and initiate bond short
trades.
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E

quity market should pullback/
consolidate over the rest of
September, as bonds outperform one
last time (yields fall). But a massive,
pent-up slew of Treasury debt
issuance and subsequent spending
over the next few months should
unleash a massive bid on risk assets.
A Q4 rally in stocks will not be denied
this year. (see graph on this page)
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29 / MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT

The FED, yield curves, inflation expectations and the US Dollar
Early August saw a climax sell-off in US yields as investors stampeded into treasuries and defensive assets. Fears over a worsening of
the US China trade war have since dissipated and yields have bounced. Risk assets are back in their strong uptrend. In this article, we
analyze the bounce we expect in yields and cyclical assets over the next 3 to 6 months and its implications for US yield curves, inflation
expectations, oil and the US Dollar.

US10 Years -US3 Years Benchmark Bond Yields Spreads
Daily graph or the perspective over the 2 to 3 months

T

his middle portion of the US yield curve
(10Y-3Y) had been gradually steepening
since last December when the FED passed
through its last rate hike and then gradually
U-turned on its monetary policy. Shorter
term yields (3Y), indeed, started to fall
rapidly as investors gradually priced in a
series of rates cuts into this year-end and
2020. Long term yields (10Y) followed yet
to a lesser extent (Bullish steepening).
This trend started to reverse down in June
and July as the market awaited the FED’s
decision late July and yields flat-lined. The
FED’s statement turned out to be mildly
dovish and the next day President Trump
reignited the Trade War. Long term yields
climaxed lower and the US10Y-US3Y
spread flattened aggressively, erasing all
of its progression since December. Both our oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles) suggest that this sell-off should find support
between now and early October, perhaps following some retracement into month’s end, and then bounce into the Fall towards yearend. This may suggests a rather accommodative FED for now (although probably not outright dovish), further resolution on the Trade War
and some improvement in the economy. We expect a bit of all of these.

US10 Years Benchmark Bond Yields
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

hen we wrote in mid July, we expected a further push lower on US yields
into late July/August. The move materialized, yet was much stronger than what we
had expected. It moved beyond our I Impulsive targets to the downside and almost
reached our I2 Impulsive 2 extended targets
to the downside (right-hand scale) in the 1.4
- 1.1% range. This is a very extended move
in terms of our Daily targets. On the timing
front, our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) are Oversold, while our medium
term (upper rectangle) ones may suggest
some retracement of the recent bounce
into early October. We hence believe that
the downside potential is now pretty
much exhausted on US yields for now, that
a short retracement downside could still
materialize into early October, but that therafter, US 10Y yields should continue bounce into the year-end, possibly towards our C
Corrective targets to the upside back towards 2.1 % at least. Above these, the next level of targets are into the 2.5 -2.8% range.
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US10 Years Benchmark Bond Yields
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

L

onger term, on this
Weekly graph, our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle) are indeed signaling
that an important intermediate low is near (or may
have been just made). These
usually trigger between 3 to
6 months of upside rebound.
Our medium term oscillators (upper rectangles) are
slightly more negative and
do suggest a bit more downside retesting into early Q4
before the bounce is actually
confirmed. Hence, our view
is that by early October, US
yields should confirm their
reversal up into Q1, perhaps early Q2 2020. We believe that this may translate into some improvement on the economic
and Trade War front, while the FED remains accommodative for now without being outright dovish.

German 10 Years Bund Yields
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

G

erman Bund yields also
saw a dive this Summer.
Yet, here also, our medium
term
oscillators
(upper
rectangle) would suggest that
an intermediate low is in the
making. The following bounce
could last 3 to 6 months into
Q1. Our long term oscillators
(lower rectangle), however,
are less supportive. They
suggest that the current
downtrend pushes lower into
early next year. Considering
our projection on other
markets (such as the US10Y
above), we would favor the
probability of a Q4/Q1
bounce. Yet, it might be weaker than in the US given this discrepancy on our oscillators (similarly to what happened in Q3
2018).
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US10 Years – 3 Years Benchmark Bond Yields Spread
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

L

ooking at the Weekly graph of the
US10Y-3Y yield spread, the rebound
we expect in US10Y yields could translate
into some “Bearish steepening” with
a bounce in the US10Y yield while the
US3Y lags. It could result from a FED
that remains rather accommodative,
while economic prospects improve
over the next few months. Following
that, both our oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangles) seem to suggest
that the bounce may be rather short
lived, probably into late Q4, perhaps
into mid Q1. Indeed, from mid Q1 at
the latest, we expect the US10-US3Y
spread to start flattening again. We
believe that this could result from a FED
turning neutral again, perhaps even
slightly hawkish, as economic prospects improve. This would trigger renewed flattening, as the US3Y yields starts to catch up with
the US10Y to the upside. Indeed, remember, that the FED’s rhetoric is still signaling that the current rate cuts are transitory, that they
are labeled as “mid cycle insurance cuts”. This scenario hence suggests further flattening 6 to 12 months down the line, and perhaps
further inversions of the US yield curves. Yet, in previous late cycle environments (year 2000, 2006 - H1 2017), flattening has often been
accompanied by last runs up in risk assets. Only once economic prospects really deteriorate, does the FED go all in with sustained
rate cuts, thereby rapidly and aggressively steepening the yield curve. Our graph suggests that such a scenario may be another 12
months down the line.

US3 Years – US 3 Months Benchmark Bond Yields Spread
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

T

he US3Y-3M, on the shorter end
of the US yield curve, is more
sensitive to the ups and down of
cyclicity than the US10Y-3Y (which
as described above mostly reacts to
anticipations around FED policy). As
an example of this, we can consider
the late 2017 – late 2018 period, when
the FED was hiking rates, the US10YUS3Y was flattening aggressively, while
the US3Y-3M bounced and held until
October last year. It then free-falled
as economic prospects deteriorated
along with inflation expectations. On
both oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles), we believe that the US3YUS3M spread is probably bottoming
out between now and early/mid Q4.
It then probably bounces into year-end on our long term oscillators (lower rectangles), yet perhaps even into next Spring on our
medium term ones (upper rectangle). In general, we believe this spread was more Oversold than the US10Y-US3Y one above, and
that hence, it could see a more sustained/dynamic bounce from mid Q4 into next Spring. We believe this is rather pro-cyclical and
may be concomitant with a rise in inflation expectations.
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IVE - iShares S&P 500 Value ETF / IVW - iShares S&P 500 Growth ETF
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e now look into two
markets
metrics,
which are usually well
synchronized with both
the US10Y-US3Y and US3YUS3M, respectively. First, the
Value to Growth relationship,
which usually follows the
US10Y-US3Y spread. As with
the spread, both oscillator
series here (lower and upper
rectangles) suggest a bounce
of the relationship between
now and year-end. As with
the US10Y-US3Y, this Value
bounce vs Growth may be
short lived. We believe it
corresponds to an initial
period of cyclical re-acceleration/re-rating, when Value could be rapidly repriced from very Oversold levels. Following
that, the ratio starts falling again from Q1. This doesn’t necessarily mean that Value stocks start falling again, but rather that
they probably lose their leadership vs Growth stocks as the economic recovery becomes more apparent.

TIP - iShares TIPS Bond ETF / IEF - iShares 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

I

nflation
expectations
as measured by the
breakeven ratio between
TIPs and Treasuries are
closely related to the US3YUS3M yields spread. Indeed,
developments in the US3Y
yield do partly reflect these
inflation expectations, while
the US3M yield only reflects
short term anticipations of
central bank policy. Inflation
expectations have been in
downtrend since Q2 2018.
They really accelerated lower
late last year, and yet again
from early Q2 this year. Both
our oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangles) suggest that these could now find support during Q4. The intermediate bottom we expect could
trigger a 6 to 9 months bounce. Hence, according to both our oscillator series Inflation expectations could still retrace
down, and may take a bit more time to finally accelerate up, probably during Q4. Yet, the bounce we expect thereafter
could last into next Summer.
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Light Crude Oil, WTI (USD/barrel)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

il is very much linked to
Inflation
Expectations
and over the last few years,
it has been rather stronger
than them (probably helping
them hold up during most of
2018 for example). While our
long term oscillators series
seem to have formed a base
(lower rectangle) and could
lead Oil higher into next
Spring, our medium term
ones suggest a new rally into
year-end at least, following
a last period of retracement
into late Q3 / early Q4. These
relatively bullish projections
are comforted by the fact that,
for now, WTI Light Crude Oil seems to be holding above the support of our C Corrective targets to the downside (i.e. above
50 USD/barrel). As long as these pretty much continue to hold, we believe that the downside risk, shown by our I Impulsive
targets to the downside, is rather low probability. If Oil indeed manages to resume its uptrend over the next few months,
we see no reason why it may not retest its 2018 highs.

Light Crude Oil, WTI (USD/barrel)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n a Daily basis, Oil has been
rather neutral this year. We
believe it is building a base. For
now, indeed, WTI Light Crude
Oil has pretty much held above
the support of our C Corrective
targets to the downside (i.e.
slightly below 50 USD/barrel, at
49; right-hand scale). According
to both our oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles),
it could retace down into late
September / early October (it
would need to hold above 49
to confirm our bullish case).
Following that, from late
September / early October, we
expect Oil to accelerate higher

again, probably towards year-end.
Note: Although slightly early in respect to our scenario above, the attack on Saudi Oil facilities this weekend seems to
have kickstarted the uptrend we expect. We will be looking to buy retracements towards late September.
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US 10 Year – German 10 Year Benchmark Bond Yield
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e close off this section on yields and
related trades by considering the US to
Europe interest rates differential and its impact
on the US Dollar. Indeed, the US Dollar usually
rises vs the Euro and most other currencies,
when the US to Europe interest differential is
rising. As a proxy, we use the US 10Y minus
German 10Y spread. Given that US rates are
more volatile than European ones, the spread
has been declining with them since last
October. On both oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles), we now expect the spread
to make an intermediate bottom at some
point between now and early Q4 (some
retracement into early Q4 is still possible).
The rebound that follows could last 3 to 6
months at least. This graph is indeed quite
similar to the one of US10Y yields further up
in this article, yet more positive, as for now, the spread has held above the support of our C Corrective targets to the downside (right-hand
scale). Hence, a rebound could still retest into last year’s highs. This would be positive for the US Dollar.

Dollar Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

D

espite the strong sell-off in US yields and
the correction down in the US to Europe
interest rate differential, the US Dollar has
continued to grind higher since last October.
This is due to the strong sell-off in US inflation
anticipations as shown above in this article.
Indeed, as inflation anticipations fall, the risk
of a widespread devaluation of the US Dollar diminishes. Hence, we believe that the
US Dollar has two main factors of influence,
which work in opposite directions: the US to
Europe interest rates differential and inflation
expectations. As shown above, we expect both
to start rising during Q4. Hence, as long as inflation expectations are kept under control (as
long as the FED doesn’t fall behind the curve in
this recovery), the US Dollar should continue
to grind higher along with the US to Europe
interest rates differential. We believe the uptrend on the Dollar Index could hence continue higher until early / Spring next year, possibly
making it above the resistance of our C Corrective targets to the upside (right-hand scale) and potentially even towards our I Impulsive
targets 5 to 10% higher. Shorter term, our medium term oscillator (upper rectangle) do suggest a short counter-trend into mid Q4.
Concluding remarks:

T

he sell-off in yields at the beginning of August was due to a FED, which was not so dovish, while the Trade War between the US and
China was ramping up again. Flight to safety then reached its climax. The Trade War has since dissipated, and yields and risk assets
have bounced. Going forward, our graphs could still suggest a short period of retracement on rates, and some retracement on risk-assets into late Q3 / early Q4. The FED may well push another 25bps insurance cut. Following that, from October, we expect yields to rise
into early / Spring next year, as the economy gradually improves and the FED remains mildly accommodative. Risk assets should rise,
Oil should rise, Inflation expectations could rise. The Dollar should remain strong during this period, probably into Q1 next year at least,
or as long as the rise in inflation expectations doesn't overtake the rise in the US to Europe interest rate differential.
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35 / China may still stagnate up to the year-end, but growth due
to appear by early 2020; the TSF remains as reliable indicator of
Chinese activity

A

t The Capital Observer we have Original chart in the CIW, June 2017
always considered that the TSF play
a great part in assessing the Chinese
growth picture. On that basis, we first
flagged in 2017 the growth problems
that China will be having over the next
few quarters. That was the time we
first discussed in detail how the Total
Social Financing (TSF) data stems from
the changes in China’s government
expenditures and influences a large
swatch of China macro data. We can
report that we were among the very
first which tagged the TSF as a primary
determinant of growth and activity
in China. Two year later, TSF is being
scrutinized and followed closely by any
analyst who wants to have a lead into Original graph from May 2018 issue of Capital Observer
China’s future growth prospects.
This is how we described TSF then:

Total Social Financing (TSF) sums up
total fundraising by Chinese non-state
entities, including individuals and nonfinancial corporates. And it has become
the signature metric for systemic
liquidity in the country, and is deemed a
better indicator of monetary policy than
traditional measures of money supply
(e.g., M1, M2). TSF was created to help
Chinese leaders keep tabs on fundraising
as the financial system diversified away
from state-controlled policy lending (see
1st graph on this page). TSF is being
influenced to a large degree by the
Federal fiscal and budgetary policies
(China`s fiscal expenditures) shows the
over the preceding 8 quarters.
largesse being taken away sometime
he analysis follows: After a few in late Q1 2018 . . . This is by far the
months of sideways movement, biggest concern for us at this time.
TSF is rising again, following the lead of
government expenditures, which lead
he story continued in the May 2018
the liquidity measure by 8 quarters (see
issue of The Capital Observer:
1st chart on this page). The implications
are that TSF will be rising over the
overnment expenditures in China
next few quarters still (up to Q1 2018),
have virtually collapsed since
along with Chinese leading economic January 2016. And like everywhere
indicators (followed by GDP growth, else, if the government does not
after a short lag) . . . But the macro spend, economic activity slows down
variable that would make this possible in proportionate degree. And the

T

T
G

government tightening in China had
been severe. The heady rise of the
central government expenditures from
January 2015 to January 2016 has been
essentially erased over the past two
years (see 2nd graph above). With the
TSF on a free-fall, prospects of a recovery
in Chinese activity does not look likely
until Q1 2019.
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T

Original chart from November 2018 issue of Capital Observer

he update in Chinese activity in
November 2018 was more of the
same litany of woes:

C

hina’s GDP growth woes however
are not caused by an errant currency
policy. We can also say that the trade
skirmish with the United States has
probably reduced some growth, but
the primary source of decline in activity
has been the lack of government
largesse. It’s is not hard to fathom why.
Government expenditures in China have
virtually collapsed since January 2016
(see 1st graph on this page).

B

y February 2019, The Capital
Observer was anticipating a move
to the low point of the process:

I

t looks like Chinese authorities have
finally realized the full extent of the
damage that the dearth of fiscal policy
initiatives during the past three years
have, and are, dealing the domestic
economy. The official GDP report issued
on January 21 was far from auspicious.
Q4 2018 GDP growth (6.4 percent)
was the worst since early 2009, the
aftermath of the global financial crisis.
But finally, the central government
as coming to grips with the stagnant
economy, and started to spend again.
But, as we illustrated in several issues of
the Capital Observer, it will take a while
before the fiscal largesse will make a
positive impact. ( see 2nd graph on this
page)

W

e
provided
the
long
presentation
about
Total
Social Financing and the power it
has to project the course of growth
and economic activity in China in the
last 9 quarters to prove a point -- TSF
will remain a reliable “forecaster” of
what will likely happen in China in the
near-term. The TSF is derived from
the changes in China’s government
expenditures, and so the combination
provides a window into the process
which stems from China’s fiscal policy,
through the TSF, and to the monetary
aggregates and economic activity.
This is what we see in those indicators
today:

Original chart from February 2019 issue of The Capital Observer

September 2019 issue of the Capital Observer
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F

inally, monetary aggregates are
responding higher after the TSF
reversed to the upside a few months
ago (see 1st graph on this page). But we
expect the TSF to a last setback over
the next few months, and that should
stunt whatever initial “green shoots”
that may appear from the recent upturn
in monetary aggregates and in the Citi
economic surprise index. That will likely
be ascribed to the trade spats that China
and US are having at this time, and the
consequential slowdown in industry.
But the reality is that the systemic
liquidity situation in China’s economy
is still very low – the economy is simply
being starved of monetary grease.

W

e expect monetary aggregates
and economic activity to decline
again during Q4 this year, which may
hit bottom by year-end. The outlook
for industrial production is not very
encouraging in the short-term – it is
already heading lower following the
expected trend of the TSF until year end
(see 1st chart on this page). Nonetheless,
by early next year the TSF should rise
again and there should be relative fast
growth during H1 2020. A consolidation
is expected in Q3 2020, but we expect
fiscal policy to pick up speed going into
year-end 2020.

T

he outlook of stagnation up to yearend was accentuated by the China
data dump this week-end -- China's
economic data for August disappointed
across the board.
- Industrial Production rose just 5.6% YTD
YoY (below the +5.7% exp and down from
+5.8% prior)
- Retail Sales rose just 7.5% YoY (below the
+7.9% exp and down from +7.6% prior)
- Fixed Asset Investments rose just 5.5%
YTD YoY (below the +5.7% exp and down
from +5.7% prior)
- Property Investment rose just 10.5% YTD
YoY (down from +10.6% prior)

S

o whatever “green shoots” hope for
China, as indicated by the Citi Surprise
Economic Index (CESI – China), will likely
be squashed, and better outcome may
have to wait until early 2020 (see 2nd
graph on this page).
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T

he low-liquidity environment
in China is being exacerbated
by the sharp decline in the CNY as a
consequence of the trade spats, which
is negatively impacting industrial
production and allied economic
activity. That has sent Foreign Direct
Investments (FDIs) fleeing the country
in droves. On top of that, the weak
domestic currency was undercutting
the local stock market, which also
becomes another reason for foreign
capital to leave or stay away (see 3rd
graph on next page).

C

hina has taken moves to encourage
FDIs by eliminating quotas in
buying Chinese stocks and bonds. That
removes a hurdle to foreign investment
that’s been in place for almost two
decades, since the nation first allowed
access to its capital markets. China's
SAFE removed the $300 billion overall
cap on overseas purchases of the assets
in the latest push by Chinese authorities
to increase the use of the yuan in
international transactions and help
boost the exchange rate of the CNY.

I

t is a radical step for liberalization
of capital flows, but China needs to
do this as the country heads for fiscal
and current-account deficits amid an
escalating trade war. But it is a risk
that the country is willing to take as
it needs as much foreign capital as
it can get — even in the form of hot
portfolio flows — to keep control over
the balance of payments and avoid
a further build-up of debt ratios. It
may also be a bid to boost domestic
liquidity and counter potentially
significant outflows from foreigners
and its own citizens.

M

eanwhile,
monetary
policy
initiatives have been taken by
the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) to
free more funds for commercial banks
to lend. The PBoC has recently reduced
the Required Reserves Ratio, a move
that was skewed to enable smaller
regional banks to lend more. These
moves should have positive impact on
the economy in 2 to 3 quarters (see 1st
graph on this page).

T

he longer-term outlook for China
is more encouraging. The PBoC
forecasts sharp increases in China’s
nominal debt up to 2025, while China’s
fiscal deficit is expected to continue
until 2021. That should continue to
push government expenditures well
into 2023. That however entails the
external debt outstanding to rise
further over the next several years (see
2nd graph above). One big beneficiary
should be commodities, especially the
base metals, which are still needed
by the country to sustain structure
spending.
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Too many uncertainties to Overweight China for now
Chinese equity markets’ performance has pretty much followed the Trade War news-flow this year. Indeed, while the December Truce led
to strong Chinese equity performance in Q1, a series of US provocative tariffs announcement and Chinese retaliatory measures triggered
the subsequent correction down into late August. Recently, the US and China are “talking” again, and Chinese equities have been bouncing
along with risk assets around the world. In this article, we attempt to take a step back from the news-flow and consider Chinese equity
markets both on an absolute and relative basis as well as related trades.

Shanghai Composite
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

F

or now, China is still stuck between a rock and
a hard place. Indeed, prices still seem to be
evolving in a triangular pattern, which started
with a top early last year followed by a lower
top this April, and with two bottoms, one in December, the other one just recently. According to
both our oscillators series (lower and upper rectangle), we believe that this pattern could break
out to the upside over the next few months, probably following a last retest down into late Q3 /
early Q4 as shown on our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle). Ultimately, confirmation
of a stronger uptrend would only come once
prices manage to make it above the resistance
of the upper end of our C Corrective targets to
the upside (right-hand scale), i.e. above 3’200.
This level already provided strong resistance
during April as the Q1 rebound died out (around
3’270). Hence, we are rather positive on China over the next 3 to 6 months, yet as long as prices do not break above 3’200 again would
remain rather prudent on its medium to long term potential.

Shanghai Composite
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, the rally since early August
is starting to cast doubts over a continuation
of the downtrend sequence shown on our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle). Indeed, prices
should have already started to move lower late
August if this downtrend was still in place. Alternatively, our medium oscillators (upper rectangle)
are showing the beginning of a new uptrend
phase, which we expect could continue towards year-end and potentially towards the 3’290
– 3’540 range (right-hand scale), or above the
3’200 crucial resistance mentioned in the Weekly
graph above. Yet, a bit more patience may be
warranted before China potentially starts to resume up. Indeed, our medium oscillators (upper
rectangle) suggest a short period of retracement
into early October before the Shanghai Composite starts trending up again.
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USD/CNY
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

ver the last couple of years,
Chinese Equities have been
very correlated with the Yuan. This is
due to Chinese equity markets being
tributary to capital inflows and outflows into mainland China (usually
outflows when the Yuan weakens).
Hence, Chinese equities and the USD/
CNY exchange rate usually move in
opposite directions. For now, both
are oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles) are still uptrending, probably into Spring, perhaps Summer
next year, with targets in the 7.3 –
7.6 range over the next 6 to 12 months (right-hand scale). This scenario
rather contradicts the probability of
a strong upside break-out of Chinese
equity markets. Shorter term, however, we do expect some intermediate consolidation to the downside for USD/CNY, probably
between now and mid/late Q4 according to both oscillator series. Following that, USD/CNY should then resume higher into 2020.

Currencies of China’s Trading Partners vs the US Dollar
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e confirm this rather negative medium term outlook
on the Yuan by comparing the currencies of its main trading partners
(a trade weighted portfolio) to the
US Dollar. Indeed, the People’s Bank
of China would usually let the Yuan
weaken when the currencies of its
trading partners are also weakening
against USD. According to both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangle), this portfolio of currencies is
still in a downtrend vs the US Dollar,
probably into Spring /Summer next
year. Shorter term, our medium
term oscillator (upper rectangle)
do point to a intermediate bounce
between now and mid Q4. These
projections hence coincide with a weaker Yuan vs the US Dollar over the next several quarters
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USD/CNY
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e now look to the Daily
graph of USD/CNY and
confirm that a consolidation
period to the downside may
have started on our long term
oscillators (lower rectangle).
These typically last 2 to 3
months and can retrace by circa
0.5 to 0.8 times our historical
volatility
measure
“Delta”
(middle rectangle, right-hand
side), or towards the 7.0 to 6.9
range. Yet, when considering our
medium term oscillators (upper
rectangle) we would probably
expect a milder correction as
their uptrend sequence is still
underway. Our consensus view
would be that USD/CNY probably treads sideways/down until October, perhaps November, keeping above or close to the
7.0 mark. It then resumes higher into year-end.

Dollar Index
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

W

e corroborate this view by
analyzing the Dollar Index.
Both our oscillators series (lower
and upper rectangles) suggest
some consolidation to the
downside into late September
/ early October. The C Corrective targets to the downside we
can calculate would justify a retracement into the 97.4 – 96.4
range (0.5 to 0.8 times our historical volatility measure “Delta”
- middle rectangle, right-hand
side - subtracted from the recent
top around 99). Following that,
from early October, the Dollar
Index probably resumes higher
towards year-end and towards

our I Impulsive targets to the upside in the 100 - 101 range (right-hand scale).
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Shanghai Composite vs the S&P500 Index (both in US Dollars)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

S

o, our graphs on the Shanghai
Composite (featured above
in this article) do look rather
constructive into next year
(although we cannot confirm
a strong rally yet, as we are still
within a triangular consolidation
pattern, and below our targeted
3’200 resistance). On the other
hand, the graphs on USD/CNY
do point to some respite in
Yuan weakness, yet probably
not a durable one. We now look
into the relative graph of the
Shanghai Composite vs the
S&P500 (both in USD terms)
for further insight. While the
sequence on our medium term
oscillators (upper rectangle) may justify a relative bounce for China vs the S&P500 into year-end / early Q1, our long term
oscillator (lower rectangle) are still in a downtrend, quite clearly, with an initial rebound in Q1 this year, but a failure to make
higher highs since. According to this sequence, the Shanghai Composite may still attempt to bounce during Q4, but it then
resumes lower vs the S&P500 into Spring / Summer next year.

Shanghai Composite vs the S&P500 Index (currency hedged ratio)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

hen hedged for currency
risk (price comparison of
the Shanghai Composite vs the
S&P500 both expressed in their
local currencies), the pattern
seems much clearer. Indeed,
both oscillators series here
(lower and upper rectangles)
are approaching potential tops
towards late Q3 / early Q4. Our
long term ones indicate further
downside into next Spring /
Summer, probably with up to
15% of downside potential (as
shown by our Impulsive targets to
the downside; right-hand scale),
while our medium term ones
suggest a milder consolidation
(perhaps a downside retest) into early next year, before the Shanghai Composite finally starts to accelerate up vs the S&P500.
Bottom line, considering both graphs on this page, it is probably still too early to engage in big bets on China as its relative
ratios (hedged or non-hedged for currency risk) are still predominantly downtrending towards year-end and early next year
vs the S&P500.
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MSCI Emerging Markets vs MSCI World
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

I

n this perspective, we also look at
Emerging markets more generally
and to their ratio (MSCI Emerging
Markets Index) vs the S&P500 Index
(both expressed in US Dollars).
Here again, both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles)
seem to be pointing to further
underperformance for Emerging
markets, probably from late Q3
/ early Q4 into Spring, perhaps
Summer next year. Our I Impulsive
targets to the downside (right-hand
scale) also indicate further downside
risk for this ratio, probably between
5% and 15% lower than today over
the next few quarters.

Copper Spot (LME, USD/ton) vs Light Crude Oil (USD/barrel)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

F

inally, we also perform a more
esoteric comparison, which we
however believe is related to the
difference in growth prospects
between the US and China, namely the
ratio between WTI Light Crude Oil and
Copper. Indeed, the price of WTI Light
Crude Oil is still very much influenced
by US demand, while Copper has
traditionally been very correlated to
the price of Chinese equities. Both
oscillators series (lower and upper
rectangles) suggest that a strong
move lower could soon materialize,
probably into next Spring / Summer
(this weekend's attack on Saudi Oil
facilities may have just confirmed
this). In such a situation, it is difficult to expect that a short term bounce could gather much strength.
Concluding remarks

T

he Shanghai Composite is in a triangular price configuration and for now still below its 3’200 resistance (which is slightly
below where price topped out last April). Although our projections on the Shanghai Composite are rather positive, we
would really need to see an strong upside breakout over the next few months to confirm our bullishness. Indeed, related
trades offer a more contrasted picture: the Yuan, other Emerging markets equities or currencies, or the ratios of Chinese
equities vs the S&P500 all point to a slight short term bounce, towards late Q3 / early Q4, perhaps into mid Q4, but following
that, they all seem to resume their downtrend quite strongly into Spring, perhaps even Summer next year. Hence, for now,
we believe they are still too much uncertainties to Overweight China as an investment theme.
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44 / Gold faces massive repricing as global, US and EU growth
starts to take hold; rising yields may see Gold

I

n our most recent Gold article at The
Capital Observer, in the July 2019 issue,
we aimed at taking away the mystique
of Gold, and why it was rallying at that
time. We said then:

G

old can be a safe haven destination,
and it probably has been, over
the past few months. Over the recent
months, gold has been responding
positively to geopolitical events out of
the Straits of Hormuz. Gold has tended
to be supported on intensifying hot
rhetoric from Iran’s leaders and US
President Donald Trump. The situation
in the Straits of Hormuz can be likened
to a blustering of two bullies – one big,
one small.

H

ot, even angry, words will continue
to be exchanged – in fact a $200
million US drone was blasted out of
the sky by Iran, and a counterstrike
cancelled at the last 10 minutes before
launch -- but will these bullies come to
actual blows, and open a third front for
the US military? Investing in gold in the
hope that they will be trading blows,
could be tricky.

N

onetheless, Gold continued to rise
despite cooling of rhetoric between
US and Iran, which suggested to us that
other factors, undoubtedly of macro
origin, were moving gold prices higher
at that time. Actually, gold started to
catch a serious bid in early February
this year, when bond yields started
to fall sharply as economic news flow
started to become unfavourable (see
1st graph on this page).

T

he evidence lies in the way Gold
and the US Dollar (DXY) went
up together when economic activity
started to surprise to the downside
(proxy: Citi Economic Surprise Index).
Normally, the DXY is antithesis to Gold,
and the covariance is normally negative.
But Gold, and the DXY, have become
safe havens along with bonds, as yields
plummeted sharply (see 1st graph on
this page).

I

t is apparent that Gold is not being debt with negative yields to maturity
subject to the usual macro data which hits a new record high of $13 trillion
determined its trajectory in the past.
in what appears to be a great hurry.
Buying debt securities with a negative
eanwhile, developments in
yield is a trade that relies on the
Europe bond markets were also
presence of other investors remaining
impacting gold prices positively. The
at the other end of the trade to
trend towards negative interest rates
become profitable. Other investors,
was gaining momentum (see the 2nd
not wanting to be locked in this
graph above), so investors looked for
“greater fool theory” situation went
alternative investments, and focused
either for still-positively yielding US
on gold.
bonds or for gold.
n a stunning display of what we
consider to be collective insanity, the
amount of outstanding government

M
I
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T

he stunning tight covariance of
gold to EUR-denominated debt
(see 2nd graph on the previous page)
suggests that a great number of
European investors opted for the sense
of “relative” stability provided by gold.

N

onetheless, it is still US government
bond yields, as the lead player in
the global bond market, which provides
the most visible cues for what happens
to gold from here. And there has been
large recovery in bond yields in the
recent three weeks, as economic
surprises in the US continue to pile up,
as shown by the Citi Economic Surprise
Index (CESI). That has caused yields to
back up higher, and Gold prices were
smacked down, in return (see 1st graph
on this page). The lead of the CESI over
bond yields is significant, so it is likely
that Gold prices have to recede further
as US economic conditions improve.

B

uilding on this argument, if Gold
is being undercut by positive
economic surprises in the US and the
corresponding rise in yield, then a similar
positive development in Europe (and
the G10) should have the same effect
in Gold prices. We see that to be true
as well (see 2nd graph on this page). If
economic conditions improve, as the
CESI EUR seem to indicate, then Gold
is in real trouble, at least over the next
few quarters.

T

he obvious question at this point is
how persistent is the growth potential
being signalled by the US and EU CESI?
Capital Observer tackled that issue in
another article in this September issue
(“It looks like the expected "recession"
is over before it even started: monetary,
fiscal stimuli to push economic recovery
into Q2 2020, at least”).

L

et’s have a brief recap: US GDP
growth may have already bottomed
in Q2, this year. The CFNI is heading
towards neutral, and eventually
a positive reading which suggests
economic growth on the upswing.
US economic activity is usually led
by a bevy of indicators including the
Citigroup Economic Surprise Index and the upswing, which makes likely a September (see 3rd graph above).
even the S&P 500 Index. All of these Q3 2019 US GDP higher than that of
lead indicators have already been on Q2. The US PMI will likely bottom in
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T

he “green shoots” are not confined
to the US. Global growth conditions
have been encouraging since June
this year. The IMF has confirmed this
positive outlook in their July World
Economic Outlook (WEO) in July. Briefly,
the IMF WEO said that global growth is
forecast at 3.2 percent in 2019, picking
up to 3.5 percent in 2020. The Capital
Observer provided some optics into
this forecast with our global GDP proxy,
which indicated that global growth likely
bottomed in June this year (see 1st graph
on this page).

I

n a broader analysis, Gold reacts to
global growth inversely; stronger
global growth weakens Gold prices,
and weaker global growth provides
lift to the yellow metal’s prices. There
has been a decently long sequence of
positive global growth surprises in the
US, the Eurozone, and in the globe in
general, in recent weeks. Given the
likelihood that bond yields should be
rising soon, gold prices are due for a
massive repricing lower.

W

e combined global growth data
with what we are seeing in US
economic activity and came out with a
scenario: gold prices will likely be below
$1,200 by Q2/Q3 2020 (see 2nd graph on
this page):
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47 / MJT - TIMING AND TACTICAL INSIGHT
Has the 2019 Gold rally already started to reverse down?
The 2019 Gold rally year to date has been impressive, breaking above price levels not seen since 2013. The rally was fueled
by many overhanging risks (growth deceleration, US-China Trade War, Brexit, among others) as well as by the dovish U-turn
made by the FED and other Central Banks to mitigate these risks. Yet, considering our current cross-assets scenario, where
we expect cyclicity to re-accelerate and some of these risks to dissipate, we are considering that the current Gold rally may
have reached an important intermediate top.

Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Bi-monthly graph or the perspective over the next 1 to 2 years

O

ver the last few months, Gold
has broken out of its range. It is
now probably back in an uptrend on
our both oscillator series (lower and
upper rectangles), and over the next
18 months, perhaps the next couple
of years, it may reach back towards
its 2012/2013 highs (as suggested by
our I Impulsive targets to the upside;
right-hand scale). Yet, year-to-date,
the upswing has been very strong
and our medium oscillators (upper
rectangle) would suggest that Gold
is probably due for an intermediate
correction, which may start soon
and last into next Spring. Following
that, Gold probably resumes its
uptrend towards late 2020 and pos-

sibly beyond into 2021/2022.

Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n our Weekly graph of Gold,
the strong uptrend since late
last year is probably nearing an intermediate top on both oscillator
series (lower and upper rectangles).
Our long term oscillators (lower rectangle) suggest that this top may
be already done, while on our medium oscillators (upper rectangle),
the sequence seems to extend into
early Q4. Whichever is correct, we
believe that a last push higher, if it
materializes is yet another opportunity to take some intermediate profit
on Gold. Indeed, the lower end of
our I Impulsive targets to the upside
has been reached (right-hand scale),
which is already quite high given that
the uptrend is only 12 months old. We cannot exclude a last push above 1’600 (the higher end of our I impulsive targets to the
upside), but believe it is rather unlikely for now. To the downside, the correction we expect, could last into mid/late Q1, perhaps the Spring according to both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles) and probably retrace down to the 1’350 –
1’300 USD/oz range (0.5 to 0.8 times our historical volatility measure “Delta”, here at 307 USD/oz – middle rectangle, right-hand
side – subtracted from Gold’s recent highs).
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Gold Spot in EUR (EUR/oz)
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

T

he graph of Gold in EUR is a bit
more precise as both oscillator
series (lower and upper rectangles)
seem to coordinate to show a late
Q3 top. Hence, Gold in Euros is
currently making an intermediate
top, and as shown, we would then
expect it to correct down for 3 to 6
months on both oscillator series. On
the price target front, here also, the
lower end of our I Impulsive targets
to the upside has been reached, and
their higher end now looks like a bit
of a stretch (right-hand scale). The retracement potential we expect into
early next year is between circa 130
and 210 EUR/oz (or 0.5 to 0.8 times
our historical volatility measure “Del-

ta”, here at 255.7 – middle rectangle; right-hand scale).

Gold Spot (USD/oz)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, our long term
oscillators (lower rectangle)
have completed a whole sequence
up since last year. Theoretically,
Gold should now correct down for 3
to 6 months. On our medium oscillators (upper rectangle), a last push
up is still possibly into late October /
November, yet, this extension to the
upside seems rather long timewise
in comparison to what we expect on
our Weekly graphs featured above.
Currently, these medium term oscillators should have found support late
last week and Gold would need to resume its uptrend sooner than later to
justify further upside. If not, it would
probably imply that the top is already
behind us, and that although Gold may attempt to retest up, it will probably not make new highs.
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USD/JPY
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

G

old is very much inversely correlated to the US Dollar and especially to USD/JPY. The pair does
look like it could retest down on
both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles), probably into early,
perhaps late October. For now, it is
hard to say if USD/JPY could make
new lows or if it bottomed during
August. Yet, in terms of targets, the
downtrend since last year did reach
into our I Impulsive targets to the
downside (right-hand scale) suggesting that this downtrend is probably
already quite exhausted.

USD/JPY
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

T

he Weekly graph is also split
between further downside retesting on our long term oscillators (lower
rectangle), which could last into mid/
late Q4, and a more positive scenario
on our medium term ones (upper rectangle), which suggest that USD/JPY
has already started to turn up. Here,
also, our targets to the downside were
reached in August (C Corrective range
to the downside between 109 – 104;
right-hand scale) and hence support
levels seem to have held. We now
tend to favor the more bullish scenario, considering that USD/JPY has
already started to reverse up, probably into early, perhaps Spring next
year.
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Gold (USD/oz) vs S&P500 Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

A

nother ratio that may
confirm that Gold may be
already reversing down, is the
one comparing Gold to the
S&P500. Indeed, on both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles), the top recently made
is quite clear and seems to be
rapidly gathering momentum
to the downside. Interestingly,
Gold did manage to make it up
to our C Corrective targets to
the upside vs the S&P500 (righthand scale), but never broke
above these. This could mean
that the ratio actually tested its
upside resistance and was then
rejected. We now expect one,
perhaps several quarters of consolidation to the downside, probably towards year end and potentially into Spring next
year. This graph is quite similar to the Defensive sectors’ graphs vs the S&P500 in another article in this issue of The Capital
Observer.

Copper to Gold
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

A

nother ratio, which is quite
popular is the Copper to
Gold ratio. It is used to measure the relationships between
industrial metals, which are
rather pro-cyclical and precious
metals, which are more defensive. The ratio is often considered the ultimate inflation/
dis-inflation indicator. Considering both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles),
the ratio could be nearing an
intermediate low, yet probably
not quite yet. Indeed, while our
long term oscillators (lower rectangle) suggests a late Q4 bottom, our medium ones (upper
rectangle) could justify it at some point during Q4. Indeed, our targets seem to confirm that the downtrend on this ratio is
quite strong. Prices recently broke below our C Corrective targets to the downside (right-hand scale), and theoretically are
now in a robust downtrend (an impulsive move down). Hence, it may take time for the Copper to Gold ratio to reverse up
during Q4 and start to bounce. This may imply some downside retesting over the next few weeks on the ratio, and possibly
further attempts to retest its highs for Gold.
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Goldmines
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

G

oldmines (GDX ETF) have had a
tremendous run this year. There
are now above our C Corrective targets to the upside (right-hand scale),
and hence the move is now a robust
impulsive uptrend. As suggested by
our I Impulsive targets to the upside
(right-hand scale), Goldmines may
reach another 20 to 30% higher over
the next 12 to 18 months. On the
timing front, however, as with most
Gold related graphs in this article,
Goldmines could be reaching (may
have reached) an intermediate top on
both oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles). We now expect them to
correct down for 3 to 6 months, at
least towards year-end and probably

into late Q1/Q2 2020. Previous resistance levels around 25 could provide initial support.

Goldmines
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n the Daily graph, as with Gold
in USD, a full model to the upside has been completed on our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle).
Usually, we would expect 3 to 6 months of consolidation to the downside
to follow such configurations. Our
medium term oscillators (upper rectangle) may however still justify a
last push higher into November as
shown. Yet, this does seem to be a
stretch when considering our Weekly
graph above, and hence we would
rather consider that Goldmines have
probably topped out already. As a
further confirmation of this reversal
down, we would consider that any
failure to resume higher from late
September would probably mean

that Goldmines have definitely started to retrace down.
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Silver/Gold ratio
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

W

e finally consider the Silver to Gold
ratio as a further indicator to understand where the current uptrend on
Gold may stand. Silver is usually a late starter when precious metals start to move
up. Indeed, it is less defensive than Gold
and would hence usually start to accelerate up once the monetary measures to
counter a developing risk-off situation are
put in place. In short, Gold starts to react
on the threat, Silver on the remedy. Hence,
the Silver to Gold ratio will usually lag Gold
at the beginning of an uptrend and then
accelerate up in its later stages. Since midyear, Silver has indeed reacted to the prospects of the FED cutting rates, the ratio has
bounced quite strongly. Going forward,
both oscillator series (lower and upper
rectangles) seem to suggest that the ratio may now resume its downtrend, probably into next Spring, perhaps even late 2020.
This scenario would fit quite well with the FED’s official language. i.e. that the current cuts are only “mid cycle insurance cuts”.

Silver/Gold ratio
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

O

n a Daily basis, the strong rebound
since July on the Silver to Gold ratio
could still be underway. Yet, it did spike
early September in what could have been
a last climax melt-up. It has since been reversing down very quickly. On the timing
front, on our long term oscillators (lower
rectangle), we still show a downtrending
model, which may have indeed just finished its countertrend bounce. The correspondence seems quite appealing although
the ratio did make new highs early September (which usually doesn’t happen in a
downtrend). Our medium term oscillators
(upper rectangle) are more bullish. They
do point to a further acceleration to the
upside into October, and our I Impulsive
targets to the upside (right-hand scale) do
indicate that some price potential may be left. Yet, the model suggests that current price levels must hold and start to move up again
over the next few days to justify this last rally. If this support (i.e. current levels) is broken to the downside, the Silver to Gold ratio
would have probably started to turn down. We believe that this is likely, and that it would also confirm that the Gold rally is over
for now and has started to retrace.
Concluding remarks

B

oth our Weekly and Daily graphs seem to suggest that we are currently reaching important intermediate tops on Gold (in USD
or EUR). These could trigger a 3 to 6 months retracement period to the downside into early next year, perhaps next Spring.
We are still uncertain however if these intermediate tops are already behind us (early September top) or if the current rally may
extend slightly further into Q4. While the Copper to Gold ratio still seems quite weak and could continue to slide for another month or two justifying that Gold continues to outperform more cyclical metals, the ratio of Gold vs the S&P500 appears to be already
reversing to the downside. Goldmines also seem to be reversing. Finally, the Silver to Gold ratio, which is usually very strong towards the end of any precious metals rally, does seem to have spiked early September and it has since lost its upside momentum. Any
further drop would confirm its reversal and hence the reversal of Gold and most Gold related assets.
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53 / Splicing the markets – Relative strength in developed markets
Over the last 3 years, the US has had the monopoly of developed markets outperformance. This has been especially true in periods of cyclical acceleration as it was often concomitant with the promise of further rate hikes as well as further rises in the US
interest rate differential vs the rest of the world. In this article we compare the major developed markets going forward vs the
MSCI World and wonder if these correlations may have shifted as the US is now cutting rates rather than hiking them.

S&P500 vs MSCI World Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

n both oscillator series (lower
and upper rectangles), the
S&P500 is currently reaching an intermediate top vs the MSCI World.
This is peculiar considering recent history and the cyclical acceleration we
expect into early next year. Indeed,
over the last 3 years, the US has been
rather pro-cyclical, outperforming in
periods of economic and equity market strength. Our long term oscillators
(lower rectangle) would even suggest
that the US could be underperforming
over the next 6 months. That said, the
trend is still heading up, which would
probably call for a shorter/weaker
consolidation period. This is what our
medium term oscillators (upper rectangle) are suggesting, with a correction period that may have already started, could extent into early Q4 (October) before US markets outperform again towards
early next year. As for correlations, they may have started to shift as initial US underperformance since mid August has been accompanied by rising equity markets. Indeed, the environment may be changing as the FED is now cutting rates rather than hiking them.
It also corresponds to the short US Dollar correction we expect into October in other articles of this issue of The Capital Observer.

Europe Stoxx 600 vs the MSCI World Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

I

nversely to the US, Europe may be
reaching an intermediate bottom vs
the MSCI World Index. While our long
term oscillators (lower rectangle)
may be suggesting 6 months of European outperformance, the bounce
on medium term ones is shorter
(upper rectangle), probably into
mid/late Q4 (November) before the
Europe Stoxx 600 starts underperforming again into early next year
vs the MSCI World.
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EWJ - iShares MSCI Japan Index Fund vs the MSCI World Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

O

ver the next couple of graphs, we
look at Japan vs the MSCI World Index. When considered in US Dollars, the
Japanese market (EWJ ETF) still seems to
be downtrending on both oscillator series
(lower and upper rectangles) vs the MSCI
World Index, probably until mid/late Q1
next year. Such periods of Japanese underperformance in US Dollars often correspond to periods of Yen weakness. Indeed,
as written in another article of this issue
of The Capital Observer, we would expect
USD/JPY to resume higher into early next
year. This new uptrend on USD/JPY could
start between now and mid Q4. This ratio
comparing the EWJ ETF to the MSCI World
seems to indicate a late Q3 / early Q4 inflexion point to the downside.

DXJ - WisdomTree Japan Hedged Equity Fund vs the MSCI World Index
Weekly graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 4 quarters

I

n local currency however, when the Yen
weakens, the Japanese market is usually
quite strong. This is due the Japan’s large
export industry, which benefits from a
weaker Yen. Hence, it is interesting to
consider the Japanese market hedged for
currency risk (DXJ ETF) and compare it to
the MSCI World. As shown on both oscillator series (lower and upper rectangles),
we do expect this ratio to bottom out
between now and early October. The
bounce could last into next Spring and it
is typically risk-ON.

Concluding remarks:
US markets have been pro-cyclical over the last 3 years, usually outperforming in periods of economic and equity market strength. Yet,
this relationship may be shifting, especially when considering that the FED is now cutting rates rather than hiking them. This environment is typically late cycle, when the rest of the World outperforms the US as the FED turns more dovish. Yet, we believe that we are
still in a transitory period towards this stage, and that over the next 6 months, the FED may pause in its rate cutting efforts (probably
following a second insurance cut in September). Hence, short term, we expect a brief period of US underperformance / European
outperformance into early/mid Q4. Then, the US could outperform again into early next year. Bottom line, we are rather neutral over
the next 6 months on the US to Europe ratio as well as on both regions vs the MSCI World. Japan, on the other hand, may show more
differentiation. It probably underperforms in US Dollar terms into late Q1 as the Yen weakens, yet hedged for currency risk, it should
outperform the MSCI World during this period. This is rather risk-ON.
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55/ METHODOLOGY
MJT’s proprietary methodology uses Timing Oscillators to help investors position themselves either in an uptrend
or downtrend. It will hence allow them to anticipate and project the future sequence of events. Coverage extends
over 5’000 instruments, long term to intraday, across all asset classes. Relative charts, Opportunity filters, Multi
charts monitoring screens and a Portfolio Simulation tool complete the functionality set. See below a description
of What’s on the Chart, a Methodological brief and an outline of the ideal Uptrend/Downtrend Models (read more
on www.mjtsa.com)

Timing oscillators: Different prices cycles are captured by
our 3 Timing oscillators. Monitor how their relative positioning
defines specific situations (Cases) to always know where you
stand within the Trend (e.g. please see below the ideal Uptrend
Case succession sequence)

Trend direction: the direction of FinGraphs’ large envelope will
help you decide either to apply an uptrend or a downtrend model.
Contacts between the wider and thinner envelopes will help you
anticipate and confirm market turning points ( e.g. S&P500 bimonthly, extracts from the 2005-2011 period).

Price targets: based off historical volatility, they can highlight
price potential or risk and, once achieved, define take profit or
stop loss areas (e.g. below S&P500 in early 2011, Brent in October
2014).
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Ideal Uptrend Model

(left to right) from an oscillator black bottom (usually a Low Risk or a Case 2), the oscillators and prices will start moving up. An uptrend
is confirmed once a red top can be made above a blue one. The correction down that follows delivers a buying opportunity (“Resume
Uptrend”) followed by an intermediate top (Case 3). A new period of consolidation down or sideways then starts, ending with a Case 5
acceleration up towards an important top (usually a High Risk or a Case 1). For each time frame, a fixed time unit separates each timing
incidence, so that the distance between a blue and red top is usually X, the distance from the red to the black top is then 2X and the
distance between the first and second black top is 3 to 4X.

Ideal Downtrend Model

(left to right) from an oscillator black top (usually a High Risk or a Case 1) the oscillators and prices will start moving down. A downtrend
is confirmed once a red bottom can be made below a blue one. The correction up that follows delivers a selling opportunity (“Resume
Downtrend”) followed by an intermediate bottom (Case 4). A new period of consolidation up or sideways then starts, ending with
a Case 6 acceleration down towards an important bottom (usually a Low Risk or a Case 2). For each time frame, a fixed time unit
separates each timing incidence, so that the distance between a blue and red bottom is usually X, the distance from the red to the black
bottom is then 2X and the distance between the first and second black bottom is 3 to 4X.
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General Disclosure
This document or the information contained in does not constitute, an offer, or a solicitation, or a recommendation to purchase or
sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. The information
contained in this document is issued for information only. An offer can be made only by the approved offering documentation,
especially the prospectus of the Fund mentioned herein. The prospectus may only be distributed in accordance with the laws
and regulations of each appropriate jurisdiction in which any potential investor resides. The investments described herein are not
publicly distributed.
This document is confidential and submitted to selected recipients only. It may not be reproduced or passed to non-qualifying
persons or to a non professional audience.

This document is only made available to professional clients and eligible counterparties as defined by the Financial Conduct
Authority. The services of Diapason may be restricted in some jurisdictions to persons who are professional clients and institutional
investors. In such case, they are not available to retail clients and are not subject to the same protections afforded to retail clients.
To the extent that this message concerns such products and services, then this message is communicated only to and/or directed
only at professional clients and institutional investors and the information in this message about such services should not be relied
on by any other person. For distribution purposes in the USA, this document is only intended for persons who can be defined as
“Major Institutional Investors” under U.S. regulations. Any U.S. person receiving this report and wishing to effect a transaction
in any security discussed herein, must do so through a U.S. registered broker dealer. The investment described herein carries
substantial risks and potential investors should have the requisite knowledge and experience to assess the characteristics and
risks associated therewith. Accordingly, they are deemed to understand and accept the terms, conditions and risks associated
therewith and are deemed to act for their own account, to have made their own independent decision and to declare that such
transaction is appropriate or proper for them, based upon their own judgment and upon advice from such advisers as they have
deemed necessary and which they are urged to consult. Diapason disclaims all liability to any party for all expenses, lost profits
or indirect, punitive, special or consequential damages or losses, which may be incurred as a result of the information being
inaccurate or incomplete in any way, and for any reason. Diapason, its directors, officers and employees may have or have had
interests or long or short positions in financial products discussed herein, and may at any time make purchases and/or sales as
principal or agent. Certain statements in this presentation constitute “forward-looking statements”. These statements contain the
words “anticipate”, “believe”, “intend”, “estimate”, “expect” and words of similar meaning. Such forward-looking statements are
subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions that may cause actual results to differ materially from the
ones expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. These risks, uncertainties and assumptions include, among other
factors, changing business or other market conditions and the prospects for growth. These and other factors could adversely
affect the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. Consequently, any prediction of gains is to
be considered with an equally prominent risk of loss. Moreover, past performance is not a guide to future performance and
investment may result in loss of capital. As a result, you are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such forward-looking
statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at the date of this presentation. Diapason expressly disclaims any
obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect
any change in Diapason’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any
such statement is based. The information and opinions contained in this document are provided as at the date of the presentation
and are subject to change without notice.

Electronic Communication (E-mail)
In the case that this document is sent by E-mail, the E-mail is considered as being confidential and may also be legally privileged.
If you are not the addressee you may not copy, forward, disclose or use any part of it. If you have received this message in error,
please delete it and all copies from your system and notify the sender immediately by return E-mail. The sender does not accept
liability for any errors, omissions, delays in receipt, damage to your system, viruses, interruptions or interferences.
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Copyright

© Diapason Commodities and Currencies (DC&C) / Diapason Commodities Management UK LLP (“Diapason UK”)
Any disclosure, copy, reproduction by any means, distribution or other action in reliance on the contents of this document without
the prior written consent of Diapason is strictly prohibited and could lead to legal action.

MANAGEMENT JOINT TRUST SA
Disclaimer, No warranty, Copyright
Management Joint Trust SA is an editor of on-line financial graphics platforms as well as an independent research company. The
information and graphics in this publication represent the opinion of Management Joint Trust SA and are not intended to be a
forecast of future events and this is no guarantee of any future result. Nobody can predict the future and thus fluctuations of
market prices (including market crashes). Past trends are not necessarily signs of future trends. Management Joint Trust SA warns
you of the risks involved with any financial transactions (for example on stocks, bonds, raw materials). Derivatives or foreign
exchange trades entail even greater risks. You need to be aware that chances of winning are in no way guaranteed and potential
of losses may be very significant. As a reader of this publication or a user of our websites, you must take into consideration, as
you select investments, of this uncertainty. This publication or any information provided through Management Joint Trust SA’ s
websites do not constitute a solicitation or offer, or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any investment or to engage in any
other transaction. Any reference to a transaction, trade, position, holding, security, market, or level is purely meant to educate
readers about our methodology as well as possible risks and opportunities in the marketplace and are not meant to imply that any
person or entity should take any action whatsoever without first evaluating such action(s) in light of their own situation either on
their own or through a professional advisor. To establish its statistical analysis, Management Joint Trust SA relies on data provided
by first class outside providers; however, Management Joint Trust SA does not guarantee you the permanence of such supply, nor
its content. More generally, Management Joint Trust SA, their members, shareholders, employees, agents, representatives and
resellers or partners do not warrant the completeness, accuracy or timeliness of the information supplied in this publication or
on its websites, and they shall not be liable for any loss or damages, consequential or otherwise, which may arise from the use
or reliance of the any information or content in this publication or available on the Management Joint Trust SA’s websites. Hence,
neither you can nor may hold for certain analysis and interpretations provided in this publication or by our websites. Any financial
transaction you may instruct is at your own risks. You can not claim nor obtain from Management Joint Trust SA compensation
or indemnification for your damages (for example, incidental or consequential damages, losses, unrealised gains, liabilities,
Management Joint Trust SA’s service fee). If a person or entity does not believe they are qualified to make such decisions, they
should seek professional advice. The prices listed are for reference only and are in no way intended to represent an actual trade.
This information is not a substitute for professional advice of any nature, including tax, legal, and financial. While we believe the
information contained herein to be accurate, all numbers should be verified by the reader through independent sources. Again,
trading securities, options, futures, or any other security involves risk and can result in the immediate and substantial loss of the
capital invested and every reader/recipient is responsible for his or her own investment decisions. The employees, officers, family,
and associates of Management Joint Trust SA may from time to time have positions in the securities or commodities covered in
its publications or on its websites. Corporate policies are in effect that attempt to avoid potential conflicts of interest and resolve
conflicts of interest that do arise in a timely fashion. MJT is the owner of all its brands and websites (especially www.mjt.ch, www.
mjtsa.com or any related websites). These are protected by intellectual property rights, among other copyright, trademark and
competition rights. As reader of this publication or a user Management Joint Trust SA’s websites, you acquire no rights on the
various softwares, services, and information made available by Management Joint Trust SA. In particular, you do not acquire
ownership rights. You undertake especially not to: a) Copy, save, reproduce, publish, post, transfer, transmit, exploit or distribute
in any way data or components produced or any information or content made available by Management Joint Trust SA (including
but not limited to its publications, its software, Internet pages and graphic displays); b) Mention or use in any non-purely private
way the name Management Joint Trust SA or any of its trademarks, its or their logos, its or their texts and graphic displays; c)
Interfere with or modify data or components published or edited by Management Joint Trust SA (including but not limited to its
publications, software, Internet pages and graphic displays); d) Use Management Joint Trust SA in a way not consistent with its
natural purpose; e) Access Management Joint Trust SA in an illegal way or without having filled the requested questionnaires,
accepted these Terms and Conditions paid the requested fees. These Copyright and Trademark provisions mentioned above do
not limit your right to print on paper, for your personal/private use only, pages of this publication or any other content produced
by Management Joint Trust SA that you are interested in. Professional use of the printed pages is however strictly forbidden.
Similarly you are forbidden to resell these pages. If you want to use any content produced and edited by Management Joint Trust
SA not for your personal/private use, you must obtain in advance from Management Joint Trust SA a written authorization by
writing to:
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Diapason Commodities and Currencies
20 North Audley Street
London, W1k 6WE
UK
+44 207 290 2260

Management Joint Trust S.A.
Rue de Hesse 1
P.O.Box 5337
1211 Geneva 11
Switzerland
+41 22 328 93 33
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